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I~'TRODUCTICN' 

In the beginning when man came into existence he was 'l:oth intrigued 

and fascinated with his enviro~ment. He r;a.s ver.1 curlous about simple 

phenomena a.~d what caused them. He i:n.mediately set out to gather all 

the knowledge he could about his enviromnent to increase his ability to 

solve pro bl ems, Today, this curlosi ty has brought us to the develop-

ment of highly sophisticated electronic gadgetry to help one explore the 

fascinating branches of science such as chemistry and physics. In 

these two sciences there are many phenomena which have direct effects on 

the environment in which these processes take place. One such process 

is the nuclear t:ransformation which changes or alters the surroundings 

when it takes place. 

In some scientific communities the positron is known as an exotic 

:particle. It is a stable part.1cle but since it exists in this world 

of antimatter, its lifetime is ve-ry shcrt. It is annihilated together 

with an electron on the order of a fraction of a nanosecond in the 

condensed phase. One wa:y of increasing its lifetime is by forming a 

bound state between itself and an electron whose spin is parallel 

relative to that of the :posi t::-on spin, i.e. , o:rtho-posi tronil.llll. 

In this l::ound state, the lifetime of the positron is considerably 

longe:c. After :i;:osit:ronium is formed 9 its stability with :regard to 

rumil:ilation will 1:e determined by its SU-"l'TQundings. Recently it ha.s 

been shown that posi t:ronium :reacts verj rapidly with a certain class 

of ccm;_)Ound~mainly the diamagnetic nitrca:romatics and inorganic ions 

in solution whose red.ox potential are greater than -0. 9 eV. These 

1 
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reactions occur with very high bimolec'.lh.:r rate constants and result in 

an apparent shortening of the lifetime of the positron. 

Nuclear chemistry connects the mutual influence cf transformations 

of atomic nuclei and elementar; particles along with the properties of 

their molecular environment. It has been demonstrated throughout the 

literature that the Htlssbauer effect and positron annihilation are 

directly in:fluenced 'a'I; 1::oth the chemical and physical makeup of their 

envi:ronment. For example, posi t:con annihilation tech..riiques can be used 

to accurately determine the T (glass transition temperature) of polymers g 

wh:lch is an important parameter in the plastics industr;. Also this 

technique has been useful in studies in solid state chemisb:y such as 

properties of ssmi-conductoxs. 

The scope of this thesis involves the relations which the solvent 

plays in stabilizing the complexas form1:~d between Ps and nitroaromatics 

in solution and the various thermodyn2Ji1.ic variables associated with 

these processes. It also includes the evaluation on the effects 

displayed b'J a. host of different solvents on complexes formed between 

Ps a.z1d CuC12 and the role which these solvents play in stabilizing these 

complexes. It will also be shown that these reactions are not solely 

diffusion controlled as was interpreted. in the past bi; different 

re sea.xchers. 

The fact that Ps loses sooe 0f its ::..--eact!.vi t..y towa:!'d.s ni troaromatics 

when they a.re already complexed with a...11other molecule can 'ce utilized to 

determine the molecular foroation consta.JTI:., K 1 for inclusion compounds. c 
Using Ps as a pro ee, it can p:rovid.e va.l;.;.a.1cle info:r:na.tion al'-Out the 



influence of steric facto2·s on the a1:ility of guest molecules to bind 

in the cavity of cyclohexaa.l!lylos.e. 



BASIC PRINCLUL~) OF FOSITR<JHW:M CHEl1ISTRY 

A. The Positron 

In some scientific commtu1ities~ the }'Ositron is classified as an 

!•exotic" particle a..-id it was tte first. c.:at:!.-particle to be observed. 

The positron is an elementaxy particle r.elonging collectively with 

electrons, positively and negatiYely charged µ- mesons (muons) and 

with the neutrino to the class of particles known as leptons. These 

:particles have "lepton rn1m bers, 11 or "lepton charge," L, equal to -1 or 

+l. The positron (L + = -1) is the aritipart.icle of the electron e 
(10 - = +1). These two particles can 1:e annihilated as a pair with .... 

the emission of one, two, or three gam.~a i"'2.ys, Since the positron is 

th.e anti:pai~icle of the electron it has the san1e rest mass m = e 
-28 9.1 X 10 g or in energy units 0.51 MeV. It also carries a charge 

like the electron but opposito in sign; i.e., a positive electric charge 

of e = 4.8 X io-10(cGS), e.s.u. = l,6 X 10-l9c, The spin of the positron 

like that of the electron is S = %- (in units of 11 = 1.05 X 10-27 erg sec), 

Pa_-rticles with half integer spins (protons, neutrons, muons) all obey 

Fermi-Dirac statistics. The magnetic moment of the positron i::; :...i = +1, 

because the magnetic moment and spin are :pa.....--a.llel whereas for the elect:ron 

µ = -1 1:ecause the magnetic moment and. spin a:re antiparallel. 
l 

Lizac- showed in 1930 by theoretical arguments that tha positron 

could exist in natu:re. He showed that the solutions to [lJ.s relativistic 

electron wave equations (E = + 

soluti:ms, 1::oth positive and 

4. 

( 2 4 m c e + 
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negative. These solutions shew that there are both positive a.."ld 

negative energy states. These e:i:ergy states have a mini.rnu.rn value of 

rn c 2 , where m is the mass of an electron and c is the speed of light, e e 
Instead of throwing away the negative solution as having no physical 

meaning, Dirac postulated that the negati·re energy states were 

partially filled and could. not be observed. After tbis, he further 

postulated that these negative energy states corres~'Onded to a particle 

with a. mass equal to the mass of an electron but having an opposite 

charge. This interp:.retation can be unde.rstood in terms of the "hole 

theo:z:y. 11 It says that since electrons are only o bse:cved in positive 

energy states, then the negative energy states must "ce completely filled 

with electrons. 1'n1en a photon has energy greater than the rest mass of 

two electrons (2m c2) an electron can be raised from its negative e 
energy state to a positive one. The "hol<~li left by this transition in 

the continuum or "sea" of negative energy states should have the proper-

ties of a positive electron, i.e., the positron. 

Two years after Dirac's ''hole 11 theozy, the existence of the positron 
2 was confirmed by Anderson when he observed this particle in a cloud 

cham're:r- while perfor:ming expe:rilnents on cos.iirl.c rays. Today, positrons 

have 'c:een observed in radioactive decays and Dirac 3 s postulate has baen 

confirmed. 

Another interpretation of the solutions to Dirac's :rela-:.ivistic 

eq_ua-tions was proposed by Feynman. 3 Feynman's interpretation is th.a.t 

electrons and posi trans are considered as :particles traveling in time in 

a potential. Electrons would t:ravel forward in time while posi tJ."Ons 

would travel badcwards in time, If this is true, then positrons would 
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scatter forward in time and rai.r produ.:-tion will result when electrons 

scatter backward in time. This ~-•ould result in the annihilation of a 

positron with an electron. men through Feynman's interpretation has 

no physical meaning~ it has foimd success :i_n applying his interpretation 

to seve:t"al pro bl ems in the theory of elementary particles. 

B. Positron "Decay 
JJ. 

Positron decay was first discoYexed in 19Jl--I- by Joliot and Curie· 

while bombarding heaV1J nuclides with alpha particles. Positron decay 

takes place in nuclei that are proton rich in relation to their most 

s-ta:ole i 30 bars 1 i.e. , neutron deficient nuclei. ·rhis leads to a decrease 

in the neutron - :proton ratio approaching the value of one, where OJ 

nuclides obtain a higher stability. 

There are three types of l:::eta decay~ (1) Negatron emission (S-), 

(2) Positron e!lllllission (S+), acd (3) ~~c~ron capture (EC). For positron 

decay, a :proton within the nucleus cf a. neutron deficient nuclide is 

transformed into a neut:ron 1 pcsi "t1.-c·n a.nc!. neutrino. The eq_uation for 

this transfonna.tion can be written as 

p -+ n + f3-:- \) (1) 

Energetically, this can only 'r.iappen when the mass of the parent nucleus, 

Hp 1 is g:re =.,ter than the sum of the mass of the daughter nucleus, Md, and 

the rest mass of two electrons, 

l'.i -1-, .d 

m • e 

2m e (2) 



? 

The consequences of this decay 9.:1:'8 that the mass numeer of the nuclide 

(A) stays the same while the atomic numoor (Z) decreases by one. This 

can be :represented by the following equa:t.ion: 

A A 
x + y + (J) 

z N Z-1 N+l 

If the energetics of positron decay are not met, another process, EC, 

will compete with positron emission. It can occur when 1-f:p > Md. It 

must be noted that the positron can.not exist in the nucleus due to 

difficulties in conserving angular momentum ax1d it is therefore emitted 

simultaneously with a neutrino so that ang~lax momentum is conserved. 

The binding energy released in positron decay is divided up 

between the :positron, a.n.d the recoil energy of the neutrino and the 

daughter nuclide. 'rhis energ;r may ~ange from a few hund..i..-ed keV up to 

several MeV. Even though positro.n e:m:..ssion corresponds to transitions 

between discrete energy states, its energy spectru.11 is continuous due 

to the simultaneous emission of a neutrino which shares part of the 

binding energy from positron emission. The maximum. number of positrons 

erni tted in an energy distribution will have energy a.t one third. the 

end point energy. The positron energy spectru.TJ15 for sodium-22 is 

shown in Figure 1 :.md the maximu.TJl energy or end point energy is O • .544 

HeV. As mentioned earlie'!", the most probable energy of positrons 

emitted in this decay is a1:out 0.18 HeV. 

6 Femi was the first to develop a."1 elementary thecr1 of beta decay. 

This theorJ helped to explain many phenomena in beta decay such as 

half-lives and the energy spectra of beta particles. Following Fe:rmi 1 s 
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theorJ, sever3.l years later r.ew particles (mesons, neutrinos) were 

discovered in nuclear :physics. Iee and Ya.r.,.g'? used these new pCl..L.-ticles 

to their advantage in developing a new q_uanti·tati ve theory of teta 

decay w:b.ich helps explain the observed polarization of positrons 

emitted in radioactive decays. The degree of polarization is given 

l::"'f v / c which is the ratio of the velocity of the positron to the 

velocity of light. 

C. Posit::ron Annihilation 

The kinetic energy of a positron is :r-educed primarily through 

inelastic collisions with the medium. Wr.ile passing through the medium, 

they can induce ionization as well as excitation in the meditun. In 

water, Tao and Green8 have -estimated that it takes aoout 7 psec for the 

positron to reach the first ionization :potential of water. They also 

estimated the total ti:me it tak.es for t!1e positron to be the1:malized. 

to ce 100 psec. Positrons and electro~s, just like any matter-anti-

matter-pairs, have a ~.ig.~ p::robability of annihilating on collision. 

'Ihis probability is inversely proportiona.1 to the kinetic energy of the 

positron. The total energy of annihila:~ion can be represented as, 

E = 2m c2 + KE , e e--r 
KE _ 

e (4) 

where me is the rest mass of a.n elect:ron, c is the speed of light and 

F...E a.nd. KE are the kinetic energies of the positron a.11d elect:ron, e+ e-
re specti yely. From this eq_uation, it can be shown that the rainimu...'ll 

energy released is 1.02 HeV. This energy is seen as two 0.51 MeV 

V"-·inma rays which are used in positron lifetime measurements. 
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To be specific, since the yositron is the anti-particle of the 

electron, it will therefore experience ;.;, ver:r short life in an environ-

ment so rich in negative electrons and it will oo annihilated together 

with an electron. 9 According to C-old.a.:nskii, less than five percent of 

the :positrons emitted in condensed meciia will "be annihilated during 

the slowing down process. 

mh t' ~ it •' '1 t • lQ di ' -'-h ' • t' J. e neorj 01 :pas_ ron ar ... n1n1 a ~ion pre c-cs t- .a"t ei ner one, 

-two, or three 1Jhotons will be produced when a positron and electron 

an ... '1.ihilate. If the electron and positron meet with theiT spins anti-

para1·1 el, i.e., singlet (1s) interactions, then the selection rules 
0 

require that a.n even number of photons l:e produced, i.e., two. These 

two photons will tTavel in opposite directions, i.e., 180° if the 

positron-electron pair a.ru1ihilate a.t rest. If the electron and 

positron meet ;d th their spins :parallel, i. e, , triplet ( 3s1 ) inter-

action, then the selection rules require that an odd number of photons 

l:e produced, i.e. , three. These th.,.'"'ee photons must always lie in a 

plane so that their momenta ca.n a.dd up to zero if the electron-positron 

pair annihilate at :rest. The 3 photons produced will have an energy 
..t.. -eq.ua.l to the sum of the e' and e :re st m2.ss, i.e. , l. 02 Ne V, Positron 

annihilation :from these two states are shown schematically in Figu_-re 2. 

It is also possible that either no photons a:.re produced or one 

photon ::.s produced. For 0ne photon emission, the amlihila:ting electron 

has to 1:-e strongly 1Jou..'1d in 2...11 a.tom in a third oody I H' so tf>..at the 

r.ucleus can absorb part of the photon :recoil energy. 

+ e + e + M y + H (5) 
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If no photons a..""e to be emitted, it is requ.3...red that two tr..ird 1:odies be 

present to absorb all the ~hoton recoil energy. 

+ e + e + 11 + M 2:1 (6) 

F·or these last two processes to occur, th<:i positron must, have very high 

1r.inetic energy and these processes a...""e usually not observed. Up to 

today, nonradiati ve positron annihilation has never teen o bserred 

experimentally. 

According to Gold.2.nskii) there are three mechanisms b"<J which 
9 

positrons are annihilated. They a...."'"'e the following i (1) immediate 

annihilation as 11free 11 posihvns in collisions with electrons in the 

environment, (2) capture biJ an atom or molecule followed by annihilation> 

(3) interaction with a..~ electron to form a long lived bound state 

(posi tror.i1L'll) followed by annihilo.tion. l'1echaniSL11 (J) will be discussed 

in detail in the next section. 

In 1934 Dirac1 calculated the cross section for two photon 

annihilation, uZ't' for non-polarized positrons and electrons annihilating 

at non-relativistic velocities with the electron at rest. This cross 

section can be represented as, 

= (7) 

-13 whe:l"'e r 0 = 2.8 X 10 cm, the classical radius of an electron, c, the 

speed of light, a..'1d v, the velocity of the annir..ilating positron. It is 

ea~J to see that the probability of annihilation increases as the 

velocity of the positron decreases. Then the rate for two photon 



lJ 

annihilation depends on the nu.i11ber of electrons per cm3 , n, and can be 

represented as 1 

= o,.,. nv 
~t 

For a multi-electron system, Equation (8) becomes 

(8) 

= (9) 

where, His the molecular weight of the substrate, p is the density, 

r , is the classical radius of the electron, N is Avogadro's number, 
0 

c is the speed of light, and ZEFF is the effective numeer of electrons 

seen 'c'J the positrons. Z is usually taken as the valence electrons EFF 

in the subst:rate 11. Using }~uation (9) end assigr..ing Z...,"'..,, = 8 for 
l!iL• !:-

water, one can calculate the theoretical two photon annihilation rate 
-1 in water to be 2. 2 nsec - whicr. is i.1 goo·i ag1eement with the expert-

mental value. 

In 1949 Powell and Ore11 were the first to calculate the ratio of 

the two photon to three photon annihilation rates, This value came out 

to 1::e A.'2:'(/>..3y = 1115. The proeability of singlet to triplet ratio can 

be calculated from the following reasoning: since the singlet state 

has J == 0, m = 0, ( o:r..ly one way to be formed) and the triplet state 

has J = 1, m = O, ±.1 (th-.-ree ways to l::e formed) then the ratio is l:J, 

with this, one can calculate. that cr,.,... ;'03 = L.v/A.,.,v = 1115/3 = 372. 
~t Y )o .:..; 

D. :Easic Physical and Chemica.1 Properties of Posi tronium 

In some scientific communities, positronium is tenned an "cxotic11 

atom. This atom has been the subject of numerous research projects. 



It results from the interactions of positrons with matter to form a 

t J. "h... ..L • T J a~1 ~! . . . 12 d stable posi ron-elec ... ron u..i'J.nd s ... ~-r.e. _n ·/y+ "'onorovicic propose 

the existence of such an atom to account for the unusual emission 

spectra of some nebulae. It ·r,ras not ~.mtil 1951 that this atom was 
l "') 

discovered in the U:1:1ited States by De·:..rtsch. -..J Today many scientists 

ccnsider it to ce the lightest atcm in tr;.e uniYerse (919 ti:r;;.es lighter 

tha.x1 hydrogen), 1::eing the only atom without a heavy nucleus. The 
.,.. 

ionization potential for the e e l:::ound state was calculated to be 
1 L!. 6. 77 eV cy Ruark. - · Ee also coined. the name nposi tronium 11 for this 

1:otu1d state. The syml::ol for positroniU."n, Fs, was first introduced ln 

a paper by HcGervey and de :aenedetti. 15 

The comparison tetween positroniU.'il and hydrogen is shown in 

Figure J, The reduced mass of the hydrogen atom is fl H '.:! me, and the 

reduced mass of posi troniwn at::;m µ Ps '.:! :~e/2. From the simple Eoh:r: theory, 

the binding energy (ionization potential) of the posit:ronium atom can 
4 2 ? 2 be calculated by IP"P = e MZ /'ZD-n fo:- a given principal quantum _s 

nu.rnber n, and this value is one-half that of the ionization potential 

of h.yd._'l"Ogen or 6.8 eV. 2 2 2. 2 The Eoh::- radius for Ps is r = 11 n /e I{'Z and 
0 

for n = 1 is twice the value of the hyn:rogen atom or 1.06 A. The 

orbital velocity for the electron (and the positron) is v = e 2z/fin. 
This is the s~ue as in the hydrogen atom (v = Ac '.:! 2.2 X io8 cm/s for 

n == 1). The electron and. positron revolve a.:i..'"'Ound each other thus 

constituting a two center system which should not react the sa.."f!e way 

as hydrogen does, which is a typical one-center system. 
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Positroniurn, the tound state of 2-~ electron and positron, is 

formed in two ground states. A diagram showing these two ground states 

a...-e shown in Figure 4. 
1 

Singlet :positrc~u.r:i (''-s ) or para.-positronium 
0 

(P-Ps) is fonned when the positron and. electron meet with their spins 

anti par-c.llel. The wave function for pa.::c.-po si troni 'Uill ( J=O, m=O) 

contains eoth electron and posi t:ron parts and is 

(10) 

Triplet posit:ronium (3s_) or ortho-pDsitronium (o-Ps) is formed when 
l 

the positron and electron meet with their spins parallel as shown in 

Figure 4b. There are three wave functions for o-Ps co:r:responcling to 

J=l 1 :m=O, :t,l. They a.....--e the following: 

(lla) 

(llb) 

(llc) 

where a and (3 are spin up (11/2), and spin down (-n/2), functions, 

respectively. Statistically then, 75% of the positronium for.ned is 

o-Ps and the remaining 25% should be para.-posi tronium. 

'rhe intrinsic lifetime of p-Ps can be calculated from E:quation (9). 

To cor~3ctly account for the density of the electron at the position of 

the positron, the term PNoZEFr/M in Eq_uation (9) must be replaced by 

the . density of the electron wavefunction, I 1µ ( O) 12 , whose spins are 

antiparallel to that of the positrons. Since paxa-positronium is 
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produced 25% of the time, a factor 1/4 ~ust be inserted into the 

equation. Therefore, the annihilation :rat~e for pa.ra-:posi t:ronium can 

be calculc:.. ted to be 

= (12) 

For free posi tronium in the ground state, 

(lJ) 

Substitution of values gives A~¥= 8 X 109 sec-l fer the annihilation 

., ,, 0 0 .5 rate. The intrinsic lifetime is .!../ 11.'2:¥ = T 2 = 0 .12 nsec. It can be 

seen that the intrinsic lifetime of ortho-positronium is 1115 times 

longer than pa:ra-positroniurn. 

E. Models of Positronium Formation 

Ore16 was the first to develop a mo·iel to accuxa.tely account for 

positroniurn formation in the gas phase but today it is also applied to 

Ps formation in the liquid phase. According to the Ore mod.el, certain 

energy requirements must 1::e met befcre :positmri...ium can be formed. In 

a collision tetween a positron and a sucstrate, .M, 

+ e + M + -e e (14) 

the positron abstracts an electron fr:::im the substrate. This reaction 

will d.e:pend on the ionization uotential, I?.1, of the substrate. If the .. I• 

kinetic energy of the :positron is greater than the ionization potential 

of the subsb:-ate 1 M~ then the p:ro babili ty for ionlzation will pre-

dominate over posit:rcnium formation. 
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From this, the ionization potential of the substrate can be taken 

as the upper limit for posi t=oniu:n for:nation and the :process will be 

endothermic when its ionization potential is greater than that of Ps, 

Therefore, only those posit2uns whose kinetic energies are greater than 

IPM - 6.8 eV can form positronium. This is taken as the lower limit for 

positroni1.L~ formation. As a general rule, the energy condition that 

must be met for positrons forming :posit:ronium is IPH > KEe + >(IPM - 6.8 )eV 

and the kinetic energy of the posit:roniUt11 formed will 1:e between O.O eV 

and 6.8 eV. This positronium formation energ-J :region is known as the 

"Ore gap. 11 Competition between Ps formation a."ld excitation of the 

substrate may occur if the kinetic energy of the positron is greater than 

* the first excitation potential, E , of the substrate 

..l.. * (e') + M -+ + * e + M 

The Ore model is based on the following simplified assumptions; 

(1) All positrons reach the top of the Ore gap, IPM, 

without being annihilated. 

(2) There is a statistical distribution of positron 

energies in the Ore gap. 

(3) All positrons in the Ore gap will form :positronil.un. 

F-..com these assumptions, it follows that the maximwn positronium 

formation ·orobability is P1H.,. = 6.8 eV/IP • 
- 'J.1"...:\. M 

(15) 

A general.diagram to help explain the Ore gap model can be found 

in F:tgare 5. A typical Ore gap energy d..i.agram a..11d hypothetical posi-

troniwn formation prol:ability for argon gas is show-.a ir. Figure 6. 
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(a) Energy Diagram of the Ore Gap and 
(b) Hypothetical Positronium Formation 

Probability in Gaseous Argon. 
(From Ref. 16) 



Gittle:nan17 performed. seve::::-al eY.:perirnents on positroniwn formation in 

gases and he experimentally dete:rmined the ::cositronium formation 

probabilities for a. variety of gases to average a'cout JO%. 

In many cases, the ionization potcnti~l of positronilUil is less than 

the lower energy level of the Ore gap. In this region, positrons may 

undergo positron complex fo:rrnation with the substrate. Positi"On com-

plex :formation is also possible in the Ore gap which will lead to 

inhibition of posit:roniurn formation. :Besides positron complex formation, 

there is another process which can compete with positronium formation: 

moderation of the positron's energi; below the lower limit of the Ore 

ga.p. The process of inelastic and elastic collisions could lead to 

agi ta.tion of molecula:r rotations and vi b..."'<l.tions. Positron captu.....-e by 

addition of positrons to a. substrate molecule TI can either be 

dissociative (16) or non-disse:ciative (co;11plex formation) (17). 

+ e + Ai 
..J.. 

e'X + Y (16) 

(17) 

Experiments deaJ.ing with inru. bition of posi t:roniurn :formation 

have been studied in many laooratories which confirm that no·t. all 

positrons which reach the Ore gap actually form positronium. Thus the 

Ore model is capable of explaining simple reactions of positrons in the 

gas phase, but this model is of limited use in condensed phases where 

the width of the Ora gap must be considered to 1:e a function of inter-

molecular fo:rces like dipole-dipole interactions and a function of 

d:l.ssociation energies. 
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l8 . 1 ' . ., f . -1- i ~ t. Mogensen recent y pro po sea. a new moo.e... or po si ... :ron. um x orma ion 

in condensed phases whic.'1 is kr.own as tte "3pux reaction model. 11 When 

an energetic :pa.......-ticle is emitted in a medi"Lun, it is slowed down by 

causing ionization and electronic excitc.tion of the medium (see 

Figure 7). The electrons, ions 9 free radicals, neutral molecules and 

excited molecules formed along the path of the energetic positron and 

those for.med along the path of second.a.r; electrons make up what is 

k..11own as the "spur." Hany of these metastable products in the splU' have 

fairly long lifetimes on the order of microseconds or less, which is 

long compared to the intrinsic lifetime of positronium. Therefore, 

there is a high probability that a slow positron can pick up an electron 

in the spur and form positroniu.m. The size of the spux has been 
0 0 

estimated to :range in size from lOA to 1300A. The size of the spur is 

a function of the molecules' structure, their ionization potentials 

and their dipole moments. According to Fi.gu_-re ?b, posi tronium is 

fo:nned when a thermalized positron comes under the coulombic attraction 

of an electron in the spur so that the positron and electron move 

together, Energy conditions that must be met for this to happen are 

tha.t(KE + + KE -) < IP.,.., (coulombic attractive force), Accord.i.ng to · e e rs 

this requirement, the positronium formation proeability, P, should be 

a function of the separation distance, r~, between a thermalized 
" 

positron and a thermalized electron in a medium of dielectric constant 

s • Then acco1·ding to the Onsager equation 1 the pro cability for them to 

escape combination is 1-P = exni-r /r) where r = e2/ kT where k is - .\ c t c 

the Bol·::.zmann constant, "I' is the a1J30l11te temperature and e is the 
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Figure 7. Formation of the Spur During the Last Path of the 
Positron. (a} No Positronium Formed. (b) Posit-
roniun Formation. (From Ref. 18) 
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Then r shoi.~.ld o bta5.:1 a critical value when the c 
potential energy of the positron and electron equals the thermal 

energ-:r k1'. It must be :pointed. out that other processes compete with 

posit:roniu.111 formation in the s-pu:r. T!-1ey are electron capture, electron 

ion recombination, positron Cc.:ptu.:r:e, and diffusion of both the electron 

and positron out of the spur. A change in solvent from a less viscous 

solvent to a more viscous solvent should confirm the diffusion of the 

positron &"'ld electron out of the spur. Ax1y process leading to a 

longer lifetime of electrons in the spur should also increase the 

formation pro"ba.bili ty. One such p:r:ocess is the sol vation of the 

electron. .t:i:ny solvent whose molecules are ur..rea.ctive toward the 

sol vated electron should also lead to a big her formation pro l~a bili ty. 

On the other hand, addition of electi"'On scavengers, Le. , species with 

b..igh electron attachment cross sections (high electron affinities) 

should cause the availability of the electrons in the spur to be 

reduced and hence the positron fo:rination probability is reduced. This 

was indeed the case in several compounds :s~udied by Wild, et. al. 19 in 

this laoorator'lj. A.iJ.other process which can affect the number of 

available electrons is the presence of an electric field. According 

to Hogensen, the presence of an ex'ternc.l electric field will decrease 

the Ps yield simply because some of the positrons and some of the 

excess electrons ·which probably would have contributed to the ?s 

formation a:re removed from the spu:rs "b; this field. Mogensen~ s spur 

model explains some of the experimental results but not all of them. 

To account for the inability of the spur mod.el to explain certain 
20 ex:pe:rim.ental results, Tao proposed a new model known as the "modified 



spur model." This model combir:es ooth the Ore gap and the spur reaction 

model and is made up of two reactions. Aecording to Tao, the first 

reaction takes place when the ·to:al kinetic energy of the positron and 

electron pai:r is greater than -t.he I?,., (6.8 eV), (See Figure ?a.) 
i:'S 

+ ~ 1\r e . , .. (18) ' 

The electron and positron in the spur are free to move with respect to 

each other thus ceing g_uickly moderated by tne presence of densely 

:packed molecules in the meditun. According to the 0-.re model, the 

kinetic energ-J of these positrons and electrons will lie in the "Ore 

gap" thus forming positrori..ium. The second reaction which could take 

place happens when the total kinetic er;e::r:;;/ of the posi txon-electron 

pair is less than I?Ps• (See Figu.i..-e To). 

+ e + I'1 711+ ' ( + -) • -r- e e , (19) 

According to the spur reaction model 1 the positron will undergo a 

close encounter with an electron and the posit:."'On - electron pair will 

be drawn tcgether °b'J coulombic attraction thus causing the particles 

to move towards each other thus fo:i:ming positxoniu.'11. :Because of the 

controv':lrsies still existing ab0nt the detailed mechaitis.:1! of Ps 

fo::me.tion, t'.'1e :results presented. in thi.s thesis are primarily c.iscussed 

in terms of the O:re model, 



li'. Posit:ronium Reactions 

Pcsitroniu.rn reactions c:1r. sr;orten ·~.l".e lifetime of Ps as compared 

with its intrinsic lifetim-:::: 1.n free sp2,ce <:i5 mentioned in Section D. 

This process occurs in all sys-temr; but it :1..s less noticeable in 

:pa.ra-positronium because its life·-::.ime is so short that it doesn't have 

time to interact with the rr..ediil.1', 1 but a. £-ho:rtening of the intrinsic 

lifetime cf ortho-positronium. from 140 nsec down to a few tenths of a 

nanosecond occurs in condensed phases. In the early literature, there 

a.re three ma.in types of Ps reactionsi classified as pickoff, convarsion 

and chemical reaction. These reactions a-re shown schematicalJ.y in 

Figure 8, 

The so-called pickoff annihilation occurs shortly after the 

formation of Ps. The positron is removed from o-Ps when it undergoas 

a close encounter with the elect::xm cloud of a subst:rate molecule and 

then is annihilated as a free posit:r-on tcget,her with an electron of an 

opposite spin from the substrate moJ.ecule. Tri.is encounter increases the 

overlap between the positron part of the wave function of o-Ps and the 

electrons of the substrate molecule thus increasing the electron density 

at the position of the positron in o-Ps. Hence the positr-.. :in literally 

11pickso:ff 11 a.'1. electron from e. su·ostrate nolecule, This process leads 

t~._, a c!.ecrease in the o-Ps lifetime and a.n increase in the '2:'{ yield. 

Several authors have been able to correlate the pickoff annihila-

tion rate to various r.ioleculs..r par-u.meters. Cook, Grey and Stu.:"'.."Ill 21 

experimentally determined. the annihilation rate of 193 org2..nic lic.;_uids. 

They obse::ved a di:!.--ect correlation h:tween the ave:ragt: annihilation 
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cross sections <uv> a.nd th-:-:: -elec-'-.;::'On :-,olar::..:::abili ty of normal alkanes 

using their refractive ind.ices. ~Jsinc; -:.h;;--s'.:! values they were able to 

calculate pa._-rtial quenching cross sec-:.i(.•:>s for Z? fu....-1ctional groups 

which can ha used to predic~.:. Tt1ole~ula:r quenching cross sections since 

they are additive. The average error fo:r. ~-.1·1e 151 calculated cross 

sections was 1.79%. The cross sections f~r the remaining 42 compounds 

could not be calculated due to unusual structures such as keto-enol 

forms. Diffuculties were also encountered due to a low value of the 

o-Ps intensity, I 2 • 

Berke, Brandt, a.11d Walker22 were the first to relate the pickoff 

process in the condensed phase to a "free volume model." In this mod.el, 

the positronium atom is assumed to be located in a position between the 

molecules. They made Jc.he following assumptions: (1) Mutual polarization 

of the lattice and. the positronium can be neglected. (2) The positroniun1 

is assumed to be thermalized. l.;::t.tice pot'3ntial has the shape 

of a :rectangle. The height of the potential well is U , with radius, 
0 

r 0 , corresponding to an excluded. volune, i!0 , and electron de;nsity, ,p0 • 

The unit cell has a radius, r 1>r0 arm a cell volume v1 • Then the free 

* volume V, is v1-v0• (See Figure 9 fo~· 2. qualitative description.) 

Nolecular properties of the liquid, temperature changes, pressure 

changes, hydrogen bonding, ste:ric hindera.."1ce, a..."1d viscosity, just to 

name a few, will affect the free volume of a liquid. 

Then according to the 11free vclume model" an increase or decrease 

in the lifetime of positronium should be observed as the free volume 

changes. The lifetiine of posi-tro:r:ium 'l><"ill be decreased. as the f~ee 

volu..rne is decreased.. This decrease in free volune causes an increase 
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in the electron density at "the positior: o: the positron in positrunitJJi1< 

J. ~ d " -· " " . ,. , ., ..I. .J. 23 1 d ' b ..\. h Expe:rj_me1!"s penorme oy nen:tersor~ ano. L:_, ...... e" 1, revea e i:, .a., c anges 

in pressure alters the life';:,irr..e of o-Ps. 'I'h:>y showed that the lifetiraes 

of o-Ps, T 2 r in 22 organic liqu::d.s inc:rec.ses linearly with an increase 

iI'- the specific volume ratiot v.lv0 , 1rhere v0 is the voltL1D.e at STP. 

,., ' 11" 1 24 ". d ' ' . ,__h . d .J. h h ' Johnson, .::ku.1:1p 1 anc. 1'.l son comirme t-nis u:::: a.vior an "'.ey S.1. oweo. 

the relation between the lifetime of o-Ps and. the pressu....-re to be 

T2=r 20 exp (- I ' µ n; v ) where 
0 

µ is a constant. for each liq_uid, b.V is 

the change in the volume as a function of pressure, T2° is the lifetime 

at 1 ?~tm and 30° c. 'I'heref o:::-e, the li:f etime of Ps in a given substance 

will be inversely proportional to the dens:'i.ty of the substa.i".lce. 

Using the "free volune model" positron lifetine studies on polymers 

can be used to characterize sorae of their physical properties. One such 

p:mperty of an amorphous polyme:t' is its glass transition temperature, 

'f' Since T is a fu..'1.ction of the free volume which is in turn a function -g• g 

of the tem.peratu:re, the lifeti!:'le of o--Ps will increase as one approaches 

T from a lower temperature, Steven2. a.nd Mao25 used the changes in the ;z-1=.; 

lifetime of o-Ps to calculate the glass transition temperatures of 

polystyrene. One can see mean lifetime of o-Ps 

depends sensitively on the temperature c:.nd physical state of the polymer. 

This a.gain confirms the free volu.:.11e model but it must 1Je pointed out 

that tr.J.s model is only valid when no other :;:nechc..nisms compete with the 

pickoff process. 

The d.e Broglie wave length of a thermalized (. 025 eV) Ps atom at 

room terr.pe:rature is calculated to be 55X. This value is severz.1 times 



larger than dimensions of the f:::·e(:' volc1.ne. '.'..'he Ps atoms in the 

c;onclensed phase i·:ill have l>J.5h m.0 bili ties "r:i th ranges close to inter-

molecular spacings, 

\>.111en o-Ps is convertec, to p-Ps and -v:heri p-Ps annihilates it eni ts 

t-;.ro photons in opposite directions ( &=r-) depending on whether the 

center of mass of the positron-electron p~~:r is at rest, Generally, 

the center of mass of the pair is not at rest as evidenced by angular 

correlation studies. The electron-positron pair does possess some 

kinetic energy when they annihilate and a plot of the mm1ber of counts 

versus the angle (e) appears as a bell shaped curve centered around 

('!-. rr· d • .J.. • .!:' iso0 • • · '- Ae ') / h • .J..h v-'iT" _ ne ev:i.a v:i.on .1. rom 1 s g:i. ven u,:/ u ~ :.... v c w .ere v 1 s 1- e 

velocity of the eJ.ectron-posi tron pair and c is the speed of light, 

These deviations are only a few millira.d.ians in all practical cases, 

These plots should reveal some information about the momentum distri-

but.ion in the f'ree volume and <:..lso a."o-.:iut electron momentum (lj_stri bution. 

Using this tecb.niq_ue, the momentum d.isti"'ibution, 26 C(p) versus Pt 

(the momentum) can be calculated, According to :F'errell 1 '2:7 this momentum 

d.istri'tiution should consist of two compor.ents~ as shown in Figure 10. 

The first component is attributed to self-annihilation of the positron-

electron pair where the electron comes f'r-0m a free electron and should 

g:i. ve rise to a low momentum component, The higher compone~t is 

due to p:i.ckoff annihilation of the positron in o-:posi tro:nium with a 

"tight" or oonding electrons in the subst:ca.te, The intensity of p-Ps, 

Ir, in the momentum distribution should be equal to I,..jJ, one-third of r ~ 

28 ·the c"'·Ps -._'. .n+.er.s.,_:+-r1/" i· n +,h.-.. ..,J __ ~ -f~+-~.m,.,f..~ s-iec-'-,.,,~ Ch., ... ,.1g ~'ogr- . ,.... .. , T'"e~· 
~ _. -v -· ~ . - - -- ~ i: '-'-"'-• .U.a.; I fl' SI 0.uu. !\ .i:..!.. 
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F:..gure 10. Angular Distribution in Two-Photon Annihilation. 



used this relationship to caJ.~u.late the momentum d.istri 1:ution in 

benzene and hexane along with the halo genat.ed deri. vati ve s of these 

compounds. These authors coneluded that pickoff annihilation in these 

compounds occurred almost e:.~cJ."J.si vely with the electrons in the carbon-

halogen, C-C, C-H, bonds. These correlati.ons also confirm the "free 

volume model." Using angular correlation studies, they showed that 

the areas under the curves A and B in Figure 11 are related to the 

number of electrons in the C-C, C-H hybrid orbitals. 

The second type Ps-reaction is the spin conversion which occurs 

when positronium comes u.~der the influence of a ma.o""!letic species such 

as o2 , no2, NO, and certain tra.nsition metal cations and their 

complexes. In this process, the electron in positronium can undergo 

a spin flip as shown in Equation (20)t resulting from an exchange of 

electrons in the collisions of o-Ps or p-Ps with para.magnetic species. 

Either o-Ps to p-Ps or p-Ps to o-Ps -out the latter possibility (20c) 

i.s highly unlikely due to the short lifetime of p-Ps. 

t !'1 + Js 
l 

(+~) 
, t +Iv! + -s 0 ( r- t) (20a) 

3s (+~) t 1 
1· M+ tH + ·s c~+) (20b) 1 0 

ls ( +*) t 
., 

t E + tr{ + Js1 ( t<t-) (20c) l 

By using quantum mechanical arguments, Ferrel129 was able to show 

that the only condition for a spin flip to occur is that o-Ps or p-Fs 

u11dergo a close encounter with an atom or molecule having unpaired 

electrons. It is not necessary for the u.~pe..ired electron of the 
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substratep M, to undergo a s:;;ir.t :'."lip a.s :c:v:ld.enced from Equation (20b). 

For example, oxygen molecules in the i:dp1e·t state can cause a spin 

flip of the electrons in o--Ps whiie its own electron 'I-rill not undergo 

a spin flip. 

(21) 

The third. type of Ps reactions are different types of chemical 

reactions. This category can be broken d~wn into four subcategories 
8 according to Tao and Green: 

1) oxidation by electron transfer 

2) reduction 

+ M+(n+l) + 

3) compound formation 

Ps + 1'1 + PsM + '2:{ 

4) double decomr~sition 

Ps + XY + X + PsY + 2Y 

Double decomposition is a rare event and it seldoms happens, but it 

it can be important for positronium atoms a"tove thermal energies. This 

thesis is concerned with the first and third ty·:pe of the chemical 

reactions which will be discussed in Chapters 3 and .5t respectively. 



A. Introduction 

There 8-T'S several exotic particles associated with nucle:ar 

decays and nuclear reactions. These pa.~icles have yery short J.ifetimes 
_LJ. 

on the order of less than 10 · seconds. The lifetimes of these particles 

can be determined by delayed coincidence techniques. One of the most 

widely studied exotic particles is the positron. The lifetime of t.h.is 

particle is mainly measured. by using delayed coincidence techniques.JO 

This technique requires that a sta........-t pulse be used from a. nuclear. 

event to signify the beginning of this event and a. stop pulse to 

signify the end of ttiis event. From the elapsed time between these 

pulses, the lifetime of the positron can be determinec. Problems in 

ph..ysics a.nd chemistry research often require the analysis of distribu-

tions of time in.tervc.ls in very short tises. Bell 3l and his co-workers 

int.reduced a sophisticated electror.ic device called the time-to-pulse-

heigbt--ccnverter (TPHC) to drastically improYe thf; lifetime measurements 

of the positron. They c:.lso introduced the fast-slow pi"'inc:iple to 

obtain bettex resolution of the lifetime measurement~. Basically, this 

ir:.stiument msasure:; the t.irr·e intervs.l ·:·ietween separate s'";a:rt <:."lo. stop 

logic :pulses and converts them to an output pulse whose a.mpli tud.e is 

prt~ci.sely proportional to this interval. 

Specially designed a.ewars and sample vials were developed to make 

liieas•.1rer:i.ents on various systems in this wc:rk. B'f •tarying the expert-

rnente.l c:mdi tions such as tern:perature and sol vent, different thermody-

na..ili.c guanti ties were deter.mined from the lifetime spectra of the 

)7 



positron a.nd from the lifetime of o-pos).trcr::l.um. Frorr.. these different 

quar.:tities, kinetic and th~:u:iod;yr:..<:mic i:::-..=o::-.::•:;.tion ca.>i be obta.ined. and.· 

hence the mechanism by which tbe :posi t::-on a.."'!d posi tronium react can 

be determined.. More specifically r the mechanism of· o-positronium-

complex fonnation was deterr::.ined.. This thes:i.s was devoted to the study 

of o-Ps complex formation and hoh' this com?lex can be used to investi-

gate the effects of the environ."llent on this complex. 

B. Positron Sources 

Today, in posit:ronium chemistry, two sources cf positrons a-"!"6 

commonly used, copper-64 and sod.ium-22. Copper-64 is mainly used in 

angular correlation studies where high specific activities are re~uired. 

All the data taken in this work originated from the use of sodium-22. 

Sodium-22 has a half life of 2.58 years. It can be tought from 

"'2 any num.ber of radionuclide manufacturers as carrier free ... HaHco3 or 

22,. ,.,., 1 . ~ 
1.~al..i..!. so ui:. ... ons. Carrier free sodii.i.m-22 used in this work was diluted 

to a specific activity from 3 to 5 r<• µ vl. • The deca.J scheme of 22Na is 

shown in figure 12, From the die.gram or:e can see that 90% of the decays 

J.'22.,,. - 't o... .1.~a p:r.oauce :po si rons. Electron capture (EC) clecay accounts for the 

other lo% of the decays. From the diagram., one can also see that the 

grou.'1d state of 22Na is 2.840 MeV a.1.;ove the ground state of 22Ne and 

1. .564 Ne V above the first excited sta. te of 221~e. The positron will have 

a :rna.r..iril1.1'"ll kinetic energy of ol.'1..ly 0 • .544 NeV because of the energy req_uire-

ments b:;i.se-i upon positron decay as explained. in Chapter 1. The transi-

tion :fr.:.~m th·3 first excited state of 22r~e to the ground state of 22r~e 

takes only 3 psec. 'l'he energy difference oetween ·t.hese two levels is 
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(2.840 - 1.564 1'1eV) 1.276 VieV 1;h:.c.'1 is er:e.rGY liberated. as a ga..11.Ii!a-ray, 

So, for all practical ptL-rposes, one can assw~e that the birth of the 

nositron and the err.ission of the l. 276 VieV gamma ray occur simul ta.11eously 

a:1d this garrJUa ray can -oe used to sta...-t the zero-time sta....rt pulse needed 

in the fast-slow coincidence ti.ming circuit. 

Alu:minwn foils were used. for the studies of o-Ps complex formation. 

These foils were about 5 mm by 10 mm with a thickness of about O. 021 rum. 

These sources were prepared by adding the sodium-22 solution drop bJ 

drop from a 1 ml syringe with a number 25 tip on the Al foil. The 

drops on the aluminum foil were then dried under a..'1 incandescent lamp 

at atmospheric pressure. This was repeated seYeral times until the 

desired activity was reached. Since some of sod.iUlll-22 will dissolve in 

the solvents used, ·the foil must be resupplied with sodium-22 after 

about L~ uses. The sod.ium-22 lost in the solution can be recovered a.i.id 

reused ·by evaporating the solution ~o ~yness a.:."ld dissolving the residue 

in distj.lled water. 

A new source has been devised by Dezsi, Kajcsos and 11olnar33 and 

all data collected dli.l-:ing the CuC-i2 and inclusi.on compound studies 

were ce..rri.ed out with this new source. It consisted. cf a thin foil of 

da , . 1 . I. hi h 22•' h - '. ~f d ""·.,-\-h ..j..h so ~J.me g ass in-.,o w . ., c i~a . as tee1" cur use ·. ~< i.L.. 1.- .ermore 1.- .ese 

glass foils have an almost infinite lifetime depending on how ca_-refully 

the :researcher handles them.. The introduction of tl:-.... 1.s new source 

d ' " . 1 . - . h l'"" ~ th . . t . 1 Z2,.. prove i;,o oe very economica sJ..:nce J.ess t. an /o 01 , _e in:i. .ia .da. :i.s 

lost after the first use and subseg_uent uses showed no further losses 

of Na. 'I'he :r.epea.ted. use of these foils prevents the generation of 
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large ai11ounts of liquid rc.ciloz.ct5. ve w;iste a::: is the case if 22Na is 

directly added to the solut5.on, 

Ti 1 a - "t' . ...,.., • ",..,. " 5 J.1 C; 01~ Z?_,Ta, nese g ass sources we!'E' prep rec-~ .,.J GX . .Jp:p:i.."5 ;;- .... '"!, 

from a l ml si;ringe with a #25 needle tip onto a 7 mm b-; 15 mm sod.a 

lime glass foil with a thickness of 0.03 nm. After each drop was 

deposited on the glass, it wa:;, dried by the use of an incandescent lamp 

at atmospheric :pressure. After the desired a.mount of 22i~a had been 

deposited on the glass foilt the glass source was annealed in an oven 

for 24 hours at l000°F. 
?? 

At this temperature, 99% of the -fl'a had been 

diffused into the soda lime glass, The source was then checked in 

ni tro l::enzene, a sol vent which quenches thermo..l o-Ps ~ and was found to 

have a...'1 I 2 , which is the intensity of the long lived component in the 

positron lifetime spectra, (see below) of less than 2%. In addition to 

the use of these new glass sources d.ur:tng tr.ds thesis research, two new 

types of sarnple Vials were developed.. One vial was designed for 

concentration studies at room t~r::.})erat:il.1--e and the other was for 

temperature studies. These vials will be discussed under the section 

on sample pr~pc.::at.ion. 

C, F'ast-Slow Dalayed Coincidence Coi...mtir:g 

There a::.."'S: three different types of experiments which can g,"i ve 

i.n:fo::matj_on atxiut the envirorunent in which positrons annihilate, They 

are: (1) the distribution in time of tte two photcn an;1ihila.tior: 

events, (2) the th:cee pho~c.cn or two photon annil'.ilation rates, the sum 

f'l-.-'l- •• ''f' •. 'b o_ Wi.LlC.; mu.st remain cons-cant. .ro:m ::ou:::s::.a.'1ce -r:.o su. stance, ar~.d (J) the 
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angu.la:'.:' correlation be 4.;.ween the two pho-L,cns in 2)' a..>1r1ihilation. All 

experiments in this thesis we:·"' ec.:.....-ri(~d v<rt via the first meth...od and 

the data were collected by use of the :'ast-slow coincidence ti.mi.ng 

system in Figure 13. P.s seen frolr! ea.ch unit is made up 

of a phosphor optically coupled to a pho7..o-multiplier (PHCT0-!11ULT) 

tube. The phosphors used in this work were Naton 136 plastic scintill-

ators whose dimensions are 1 11 by ln. The decay time of these plastic 

scintillators are short as compared to lifetime of the positrons and 

they have a higher light output than other scintillators (NaI(Tl)). 

The photomultiplier tubes used were 12 stage (diodes) RCA 8575 mounted. 

onto an Orte.c 265 photomultiplie~ base (PM BASE). These bases were used. 

because they r:roduced the highest gain, fastest rise time, and they have 

~ . . 1 .Low· -cnenna. noise • The cutuut signc..ls from these detectors are then 

simul t9.neously fed into two coupled elec-~ronic circuits. From the 

d..i.a;;:rc...r.;, one can see that one circuit consists of :s, fast inner loop and 

the ether- a slow outer loop. Each circuit has t.wo sides. a st.:.rt and. 

The irLYJe:r circuit was used to accurately determine the time 

inte:r-v.s.l be-tween the birth of the positmn and its subsequent annihila.-

·ci::m into two 0.51 HeV gamma-:!'.'ays. '.foe output from the anode of the 

detector (PJ.1 BASE) is fed directly to an Ortec 417 constant timing unit 

O?erating at a ·biased voltage, the uri..i ts can 1:B set so as 

to mirJ.rr,,ize the noise levels in the circuit by controlling the lower 

tr2eshold limit for accepting :pulses from the photomultipl:i.er tu'bs. 

are se!lt CJ.rectly to a.n Ortec !.~J? time-to-pulse-height-converter ('I'PHC). 
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Whe~-: the zcro--time pulse arrives~ a C.!..o·.::r:: :i.!1 the TPHC is started and 

a r-cJ.se ~;hose height is :propor'.:.ional -::.o -c;·1e time difference between the 

-tir.th of positron and its <i.ru' i blla:tion, the 1atter indicated by the 

arriYai of a stop pulse ger!era;'1:.eo. by the 11eV photon, is produced, 

If no st.o:P pulse is seen w:'.lthin 2. preset tir.Je (0.05 µs), the unit is 

r~ set back to zero 3..l"1d awaits a..'lother start :pulse. The pulse from the 

TPHC nu.st meet. ce:-r:tain energy and coincidence conditions ref ore it is 

allowed. to :pass into the multi channel a..'1a.lyzer (MCA). This is 

~-:.ccompli.she1 ty the so-called slow circuit which assures that one is 

.:~imii:z an svf.mt, froL: the sa..\le nuclear event, i.e. , birth of the same 

posH.r:m tc its annihilation. A...'1 Ortec 42.5 variable delay unit is put 

into the fas-t c:trcui t to ctli brate the cha...'1..riel width, time increment 

per chc..r..n('.?l 1 of ·:,he mul ticham:el an<:..lyzer. Pulses from the dJ"nodes of 

the :photomultiplier tubes a:r-e used in this circuit. Since these pulses 

are rather weaL 1 they rr~ust l-e an1plified l.-y using an Ortec 113 scintilla-

tion preai-np (SCINT PRE .. AJ•IP) i and then shaped and amplified b-y using an 

Ortec l.:40 sl:apine anplifier (PJIT'). futh the start a.nd stop sides of 

the s:lo1; circui. t use a..11 Ortec 420 timing single channel analyzer (Tn:ING 

One single channel analyzer (start side) was biased b-J setting 

an energy l'l"i.ndow at about l. 28 !>leV. This is the energy resulting from 

the de-excitation of the first excited state of 22rfo to the ground 
• ~ .i;~ 22-.. , sta,1.,e o... .Ne wnen a positron has been err.i tted, If a pulse is larger 

o:r S!!laller than this energy, the single channel analyzer will reject 

tl1.e pulse, t.he:refore, letting pass o!IJ..y the pulses ~d th the correct 

analyzer which :J.:S set at about 0.)11 VieV and works as d.escrited above 



for the start side. The 0, 513. EsV signifi.s s the annihilation of the 

:positron. If i:x1th start ar..d. s-:.op pulses :r.:"Z':l.ch the Ort.ec 409 slow 

coincidence ( COINC) 2~nd linc:a::- g-a~~e ur~::.-c !·:ithin a preset time interval, 

the slow coincidence unit ~·ill} 01Je::1 th;: j_:;_:;.ear gate and the signal from 

the time-to-pulse-height conve:i::-ter (T?llC) ..:ill oo allowed to pass into 

the multichannel analyzer. This preset ti:r.e was set at 1 µs, This 

time is called the resolving ~· ..... ime of the instrument, A Packard_ 400 

channel multichannel analyzer was used to sort the pulses from the 

time-to-pulse-height converter. Each channel corresponded to a certain 

time (0.07 nsec). Once 20,000 counts were stored in the zero channel 

of the E. C.A., the data of these pulses were then retrieved and 

pu.nched out on paper tape so that the ini'ormation can be transferred 

to computer cards and then to the ~omputing center for lifetL~e a..~alysis 

of the positrons. 

In SW'!lmary, the positron li:fi::t:i..Jr:e mse.su:cement starts when the 

start detector receives the zer0-time :pulse, which corresponds to 

the emission of a positroni and continues until the stop pulse from 

the an.-i1.b.:Li.ation of that positron is rec·~ived from the stop detector. 

After this. the lifetime of the positron is stored in the MCA and the 

coincidence circuits are erased in o:!:'d.e2· to r:ieasure the lifetime of 

another positron, thus repeating this on ~nd on, until 20r000 coinci-

d.ences -?.re stored in the zero channel of the NCA. Thi.s procedure is 

the same a.s if there we}'.'8 a large number of posi trans at time t=O ana. 

observing their lifetime distribution. 



D. Instrument Cali brat.ion 

Tha lifetime measuremell''i:.::. l~:e.d to 're cali brat.ea. before any values 

could be reported. For this, the char:nel nm:!.ber corresponding to a 

zero time event had to be 1' ... ncwn a.s well as the time interv-al per 

channel (delta, n ) for the Iilllltichannel anal~·zer. This was accomplished 
60 °b'J counting an aqueous Co source sealed in a pyrex tu be with the 

energy windows set at 1. 27 HeV and 0 • .51 MeV which are the start and 

stop signals, respectively. 60eo emits two photons simultaneously 

which has energies at 1.173 MeV and 1.333 MeV. The 1.333 r,IeV photon 

triggered the start circuit while Compton scattering from the 1.113 MeV 

photon triggered the stop pulse. Ideally, the time interval between the 

detection of the start and stop signals should be zero and one should 

observe a sharp spike where all the counts (coincidences) are stored 

in the one charmel of the HCA. Instead, a breading of the peaks was 

o bse::ved which was due to "ji tte:r11 in the circuits which is caused by 

time uncertainties from noise in the signal or the discriminating 

circuit. The counting system was c.i.lso calibrateO. using a standard 

consisting of a glass source in benzene sealed in a pyrex tube. 

In order to determine the time interval per channel (delta,~ ), 

a delay of a known number of nanoseconds was used in the stop side of 

the fast circuit by using an Ortec 425 variable delay unit. This 

shifted the zero channel to the right a bout 100 chan.."1els as shown in 

Figu.re 14. Thus the time interval ootwsen the channels (delta, n ) 

can be calculated by dividing the difference between the two channels 

by the d.elay in nanoseconds used. to shift the zero channel to the right. 
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The value for delta used in tll~~ c·:illectio'!j c·f' all the data in this 

thesis was 0.07 nsec/channel.. '.!.':!C:: res:)J.-..::tic.n of the instn:.zn.ent can 

then be calculated by the ~;)r;:i,iu.ct of delta times the full width at 
6r. half maximum for a prompt ·c'..o _pcs.k. ':'he :resolution for the data 

taken in this work was less than LOO pse~. The ::.-esolution could be 

improved by narrowing the window around. 0.51 NeV at the expense of a 

decrease in count rate. 

E. Positron Lifetime Spectra 

The counting system just described was used to measure accurately 

the two photon time dependent annihilation rate, R2y(t)' of positrons. 

Shmm in Figure 15 is a plot of the natural log of the munber of counts 

(coincidences) on the ordinate axis versus time on the abcissa. The 

ma..'l:imu.m nwn ber of counts appears in the zero channel ("prompt"). 

All of the reactions with positrons in this study were run in the 

condensed phase. Therefore, the lifetime spectrum of the posi trans will 

appear as two components. The first or S:1ort lived component, ~, 

(steepest slope) will be du.e to the d.eca.y of free positrons which have 

not fcrmed a ·oou.nd state, to the de<::ay of p-P s and possibly to the hot Ps 

reaction products, These three lifetimes ca.."lnot be resolved by the 

instrument used in this work. The second or long lived cor:iponent, 2' 
is due to the decay of ortho-positroniu.m. It is important to note that 

even though ortho-posi tronitun is the triplet, state with 3 photon decay, 

its positron annihilates as a consequence of the various reactions 

which the ortho-posi troniUi"!l undergoes with a singlet electron by two 

photon emission. As one can see, this ca.~ drastically reduce the 



lifet:i.me of ortho-positrom·:.im i:.hus giv-lr.s one valuable information 

aoout the mechanis..ins respo:!::si ble for its reduction. 

A multiconponent expons~tial spectrwr: can be represented as the 

following: 

N( t) = .E A. e -Ai t + Background. 
i J. 

(1) 

where A. 's a.J.."e the pre-e:x:ponential factors which weight each individual 
:L 

component, and the ~. 6 s are the rates for the different modes of 
J. 

positron decay. Since the number of counts as a function of time is 

just the rate for the two photon process, and since we are dealing with 

a two component exponential spectrum, Equation (1) can be rewritten as 

whe:::-e D and C are related to the number of positrons annihilating with 

rates /..1 a."'l.d ),2 , respectively. Fo:r- a two component positron lifetime 

spectrum, the relative areas under each component is referred to as 

the intensities (I). (See Figu_-r-e 15). The intensity cf the long lived 

component, r 2 , can be related "to the C.."llount of o-Ps formed, and the 

intensity of the short lived component, r1 , can be related to the 

ntUnber of p-Ps formed, amount of free positrons armihilating and 

possibly to the number of Ps undergoing hot reactions, but these three 

components cannot be resolved by the instrument used in this research, 

I 1 and I 2 are calculat.e.d by integrating the positron lifetime spectrum 

from t=O to + 00 and compared with the total area of the lifetime 

spectrurr.. These intensities along with their respective A.'s can be 

calculated °h'J a computer program originally written b'.r Cumming34 and 
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Tao35 and then modified in this la.b:>r.3.to:r.;;. The programs were run on 

an IB'.1 370/155 computer syst~n: at the Virci:-:.ia Tech Computing Center. 

Ba.sica.lly, the progra.iu. perfo~s a linca:.r lee.st squares analysis on 

each component in the spectrum be{.;innine; Ki th the longest lived 

component and then constructs a calculated spectrum. If the fit 

(complicated function of the standard deviation) of the calculated 

spectrLlm to the actual spectrum is less than two, which is a good fit, 

the values of the I's, /1.' s and the fit will be printed out. These 

values were calculated using the PAL program, which is just the 

modified. version of Tao 1 s and Cllill.'lling' s prograJn. Using the PAL progra.rn, 

these values along with a Cal.comp Plot of the experimental spectrum 

together with the calculated spectrwn are obtained as a permanent 

print out for rate constant d.eterm.inations. A typical Calcomp Plot 

of a benzene standard is s..i-iown in Figure 16. 

This figu.re :1-s a plot of tbe ·oase t.e:: logari tb.m of the coincidence 

rate versus time which is the same as a first order reaction with 

slope, A.., eg_ual to the rate of decay. The lifetime and the intensity 
::!. 

of the two components as calct:la"ted cy· the PJU, progra..'11 are T = 1 

0,353 nsec, T2 = 3.00 nsec, I 1 = 63.5%, and r 2 = )6.5%. It must be 

noted that A.= l/T .• Due to the finite time resolution of the 
l. l. 

positron-lifetime measuremen·t fast-slow coincidence circuit, the PAL 

program sta....-ts the calculations of the parameters I. 1 A.. a few channels 
l. J. 

to the :right of the zero channel lifetime spectrum. Tbe total area 

under the two components is no:i:raalized to 100%, In this work, ~ 

remained fairly constar.:t at 2.8 ns-l in the liquid pha.se. 
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Of chemical interest are tbe 2..!1Y'J.~1ilation rates of ortho-

' . ' d •t . ~ . . I 1 - .i. .:- P ""' e') po si l-ror...i un, r.,..,, an l s in c.ensi-r.y, --; \ 2..:iLOU:1 L- O.J.. o- s .corm a • 
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However, several researchers hc:ve used. th·;; program POSITRON-FIT to 

analyze for three components i:l the positio:1 lifetiii1e spectrum. This 

program can also ee used for socu~ce corrections when calculating 1.2 

and r 2 but was not needed here because the number of positrons 

annihilating in the glass so~rce is small (less than 2%) and therefore 

the PAL progra.."11 proved sufficient. 

F. Sa-n.ple Preparation 

Two different specially designed cylindrical pyrex glass sample 

vials were used in the collection of data. The sa'11.:ple vial used for 

the data taken at room tem:pe~ature is shown in Figure 17. This special 

vial is about 250 mm lone and has a 20 rn."!1 i. d, at the top and 10 m .. Til. i. d, 

at the bottom. A side a:rm. at an angle of 60° was attached to isolate 

-'c.be glass source from the solution while clegassing. This side arm 

was used because while freezi!1E; the 2.olution, the glass foil would be 

broken if it were in the solutiozi. The 1:B.se cf the sample vial was 

V shaped for two reasons: (1) it prevented the vials from cracking 

during degassing of solvents which expanded on freezing, (2) and it 

prever~ted the sa.i!'.ple from climbing up the sides of the vial while 

thawing out which would cause some o-£.' the sample to adb.ere to the 

sides thus changing the concentration of the sa.i11ple. 2 ml of the 

sa'ilple were introduced into the sample vial by means of a glass 

capilla:r:y syringe. T'ne top was then put on the vial and was held by 

means of a ~135 clar;i.p. The stopcock was closed and. the vial was 



VACUUM 

THIN GLASSFOIL 
CONTAl NING 22Na 

SOURCE 

2 ml of Solution 

Figure 17. Sample Vial Used for Data Taken at Room Tempera-
ture. 
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attached to the manifold c:f the vacuu.i-;i line for degassing. The 

sample was frozen in liq_uid nitroeen, and_ 11hile the sample was still 

in liquid :nitrogen the stopcoc}: was openet'!. thus subjecting the contents 
c:. 

of the vial to a vacumn at 10-..) torr. TLi. 3 removed the air initially 

present in the vial. The stopcock was thcr.. closed and the liquid 

nitrogen ::cemoved, and the contents of the vial was left to thaw out 

aL, roon temperature. This process was repeated until all the dissolved 

air was removed. Usually this takes about six degassing cycles and is 

accomplished when no air bub-bles can be seen· during the thawing process. 

This ciegassing was performed because Celitans3? and Cooper38 showed 

that dissolved oxygen in the sa..rnple causes a drastic reduction in the 

lifetiiile of o-Fs, possibly due to conversion quenching due to the 

unp2..ired electrons in molecular O}..J'gen. Hhen the degassing was complete, 

the s2_mple vial was tilted on its side so the liq_uid sai-nple in the 

bottom of the vial flowed to ·::-he sid,~ a::::m where the glass source was 

located. Then the sample vial plus sample was put between the two 

photomultiplier tubes as shown in Figure 18. To minimize the direct 

handling of the glass source, the contents of the vial were pom:-ed out 

after each use, and the glass source wc.s left in the side arm and 

Kashed wi ~i:;h the sa.i11e sol vent used in the solution being measured. A 

final washing of acetone was used and the vial plus t:..lass source was 
0 dried :i.n an oven at 80 C. 

A diffei--ent sample vial was used in the high and low temperature 

studies. This vial is a. two tier vial as shown in Figure 19a. The 

total length of this vial is 25 cm with a!"i i.d. of 8 nun. One er.dis 
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a 10/40 ma.le ground '! .~ -.:.~ 
- .. ._ v-._, into a glass b.ll b. The 

glass sou:::-ce is put into t.l--.s iJ);:. tier 1/' T.~,.3 vial as shown in Figu .. .c.""'e 

The sa.r:iple is introC..ucc6 .. -t.l:.:r-oug·n ti::.t: t.0p of the Vi"'l by means 

';ihe:n t;1;.;~ 1.:Di."'.:,c:n tier of the via.l is 

--1...,<'~Q; :i.' n 11° aui d... 11i· +ro~on q.,_r, "'··=-·• ... ""l_P- _:, ·""-· -;-i'·.l_J··_ed to +he h·i+.+o.rn .. t~ er. u c-.~<:; . -- - - •• u ::o'-'• ' u. -· ·-- .!:' - -~ u u • ~ • u - -

The S2..77!ple vial is then com~ected. to the :female 10/20 joint of the 

d.egassing ·::ul b as s.11oHn in }"'igu.::-e 20. The male joint of the s2.!~ple 

vial extended. beyond. the female joint by ab:mt 10 r.irr:) to prevent the 

S'.)lution f:rom returning to the sa.i11ple vial i.n case ar;y sample happened 

-to 2x,la.sh out of the vial during clegassing causing contamination with 

stopcock grease. The degassing bul ·b was 7 5 r:un in cliarneter and 

ccntained a teflon stopcock to expose tbe contents of the sc.""lple vial 

-::.o a vc:.cuuin and 1ras fitted. Hi th a male 10/40 t,rround glass joint for 

.Afte::- the degassing was 

corr<plete 1 the class sain.ple via:;. ;.;as se2.J.ed Ki th an oxyge::1-p::-opane torch 

while the vial Has i:m.lJ1.ersed iE liquid :1i t:r.ogen. The sarr.ple vial was 

then removed fror;1 the liquid nitrogen a.~1C:. the contents of the vial were 

allm:ed. to thaw ou-c at l"OOm ter:::pe:r::r:i:.ure, The sample vial was then 

inverted so -Z.hat the sa.-:1.ple i:i the bot.tor:: tier was cllowed to flow to 

the top ti.er where the glass source was placed., After this 1 t.he sa'llple 

·v-lal was attached to c. glass rod. :::y me2x,:o~ of heavy duty thi"ead, I'his 

assen:bly 1ms ~chen :placed in a spee:i.ally designed the:!:mostated. C..ewar 

fiJ.1ec1 i-:i th Dow Corning ?Oi.J- diffusion pll:il}) fluid a.s shown in Figure 21. 

The t.er:me:rature of this thernos+.a.t uas sta"t•le within ±. 1. o0 and the 

ma.:,.irnu:n temperature that could be reached with this apparatus was 200°c. 
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To recover the glass source i'o::' r~r:othe~::- else; the vial was turned right 

side up (source in top tier, sa:::J.r1e i:-~ to"'<:. to:;, tier) and. im.rnersed in 

liquid .. nitrogen. The vial 1<2.::. sc.:::-atc:·;(-od };:} tr-. a carbide [:lass cutter 

and this scratch was toucher:. ..::.th a w:,:Lt.s :1ot piece of pyrex glass. 

In this way, the vial could. :x.; .:.pened rritr. a clean break preventing any 

d.a..-nage to the source. .After this, the source was washed in acetone and 

then d:ried, thus becoming ready for another use,. 

For low temperature studJes, a specially designed dewar flask 

with a cold finger was constructed as shown in Figure 22. The sa..TJlple 

vial was attached to a eJ_ass rod by means of a heavy duty thread and 

irr .. zaersed in the low temperature dewar. A low teraperature Fischer 

thermometer was employed to measure the temperature. Several liquids 

were used along with liquid nitrogen or d....ry ice to make different slush 

-. 'l 39 oa:i:. 1s. The dewar Kas filled with the coolant and the apparatus was 

placed between the two photo:m:l tip"li~r.- ·;,u·'.Jes and the counting procedure 

started. Tne counting time was usuclly si.x hours during which t:i .... "!le 

app:..""OXimately 20, 000 counts (coincidences) were acc'LL11ulated in the 

ze:rn ch2..n..'1el. 

G. Solutes and Sol vents 

The water used in this study was doubly distilled, deionized 

water. All solve!lts were of the highest pur:i.ty, i.e., spectre grade. 

Prior to use, these solvents were dried over molecular sieves for 24 

hours. The copper cb..J.oi."ide was obtained from Fisher Compa.ny. For the 

studies with the inclusion compounds, the pH of the solution was 

adjusted to ).5 by titrating an aqueous solution of spectre grade 
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The final solution had 

an ionic strength of 0.5. The C'.·-cycloc'.e~::-t.:!:'i:::. was obtained f:rom Aldrich 

Chemical Company in the f orn cf tstrah:rclra te, The nitroaromatics were 

obtained from Aldrich in the hi.c;hest ~x..:.rit;y cbtainable. 



A. Introduction 

Hhen thermalized (KE ::o. • 02.5 r-;V) c-?s <'-toms react, there will be a 

of the positron lifetime spec.trur:. As ;;iG;:ticned in Chapter 1, thermal 

o::-tho-positronium can underc;::i the fol:Lowir;g :reactions with me~tter: 

'1) \.- Pickoff 

~ .,,,. ,,.+ 
.t'S + d -+ n "' e + 2y 

(2) Spin-conversion 

o-Ps + M -+ I"I + p-Ps -+ 

(3) Oxidation 

Ps + M+n 
-+ 

M+(n-1) + e 

(4) Compound Formation 

(5) Double Decomposition 

Ps + XY -+ PsX + Y 

2y 

+ 2y -~ 

All the work ::t--eported in this thesis wa.s mainly concerned with Ps 

complex formation and o7.idation of' eirlhr1-positroniuir. in solutior.., 

B. Reactions of Positronium with Dia::rrag!'letic Organic Molecules 

'I'he:re are a certain nuznber of crga!'..ic molecules which can react 

with posi tronhun. These organic molecules are and include particularly 

~ h 1 f - · · · t d · t · · G--·ldansl~~;i· 40 ,4i w::,s the f'- -r.s+ .:. .. e c ass o suosT..ii:.u e ni ro::.roma·c1cs. -~-- _ _ _ . ..., ~ 

tc o oserve this reaction of the ni 't::oaromatics with Ps wnen be -performed 

lifGtime measuremel".ts on dilute solutions of nitrobenzene in renzene, 

h•) Ee ' p:roposed the following nLechanism to account for the :reaction 

between o:rtho-posi troniuin and ni tro-bE:nzene along with other strongly 
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k. () o.::. 
+ + e 

-;.· 2Y 

+ ?v ... , 
(1) 

reacting compounC.s where k . is d.efi;1ed. o.s the observed second. order 
0 DS 

rate constau.'1t for the disa:i;pea:.-<:.nce of ::;ics:i. troniurn or the form.a tion of 

2y. (See E~uation 2.) 

-d [Psj = 
dt k . rPs i IMJ 0 tJS L ~ 

(2) 

The experimental determination of kobs will be presented in Section D 

of this Chapter. 

Golda.nskii also suggested that positronium may form a complex 

between a donor molecule, 11. and this donor acceptor mechanism represents 

and electron tra..."1sf'er fror.i positronium to the molecule M, (upper pathway) 

and the lower pathway represents the positron rapidly anruhila.ting 

h • 1 • -'-' - mh • • . • d 42 - ..;.. w.,J,, e in vne comp.Lex, l ese •.n:::.'i!a.gnet:ic ::!ompoun s are elec ... ron 

acceptors react with solvated e:;.,ectrcm:s tut, it must be pointed out that 

net all electron acceptors react with positronium. For exai-n.ple, benzal-

dehyde, anthracene 1 napthalene arid benzoni trile undergo charge t::ansf er 

with alkali metals in a polar solvent but these compcunds are inert 

toward.::: ortho-p()Si troni um. For the re<:c.ct ion to take place in Equation 

(1), Goldsnskii suggested that the molecule, N, must have low lyin.g 

vac2.n-t, molecular orbitals. The existence of these orbits was confirmed 
A , 43 by .M.Cne, et al, when they accounted. for the reactivity of diamagnetic 

compounds b-J the presence of a trivalent positively charge carbon atom 

caroonium ion, in the structure of certain d.ia..."llagnetic 

1" ..:i.:: 4Ji, ..I. l :1au.J..a ~ ~' showed lzy using molecular orbital calculations, 



thc.t a d.efinite rela.tionsrJ.9 E:X;_:;-;:. be·'.;;,;f:'«:::i the LlJMO, (lowest. 'L'noccupied. 

This again confirms 

the ex:.stence of low lying v;1c:i.nt moleculs;::· o:r.bitals on the reacting 

molecule. For charge trans:· e::- ~:.o be energs: .. ~:::..cally possible the 
J' !": 

" 11 · · ~ u- 1 ~.J..'"',.. n1us~ "'..._ ..... ~~,.+.>·~· ~~-... ~-!ec·_ ....... v :o~ o'l-:ing :i.n""q .:;,..._..:. '-'.: , .., "''"' ~ _ ·-'"' _ 

-.l. + A -i- I~ T > 0 

i~here I is the ionization potentj_al, A the electron a.ffini ty, Q the 

(3) 

coulombic inter.:: .. ction energy tetween icns 9 and S is the salvation energy 

of the ions. The ionization potential in Equation (3) is that of the 

positronium and is constant, Compou..."'lds with large electron a.ffini ties 

\p-benzoqui.none == l.)4 eV, tetracya..·10ethylene = 2.88 eY) should react 

to some degree with positronium.. So one can rule out the up:per path 

mechanism for electron transfer on ·the grounds that most organic 

comn01mds have electron affinities less than 2 eV and the ionization 

pot.ent:lal for Ps is 6. 8 e V. 

C. ?osi troniUI'.l CompleY: Formation 

At this time it wouJ.cl be t:i.pprop:d.ate to characterize two groups 

of con pounds which interact with po si tronLun 1 strong and. weak inter-

actions. See Table 1. The first ~oup enconpasses t~~se compounds 

Khich ~11d.ergo weak in-teractions with Ps and their rate constants 

( ;. ') - 1 -'-l ,08 .. -1 -1 ~;.. ... a.re ess i... 1an -L. ~·.L s • 
ODS 

The compounds in this group are 

hyd.roc2.r1xms, halogenated hyL-rocarbons, aliphatic nitro cospounds and 

cia:llag11etic ions that have standard redox potentials in aqueous 

sclutio::: t:'12.t a::-e .more nesati ve thc:..n -0. 9 eV. Hherr p:i si troniu..'il for:ns 

a. (;Ollision. type complex wHh the compounds in this group, it ].s only 



;~!" ... 
..... -! 

Intera.ctior:s '.,:5. th The:riui .. :. h; Atoms 

St:=ong Interaction Weak Interaction 

Ni troa:!."omatics, 

Q,uinones, 

filaleic a.nhyd.i...-:i.de, 

Tet:racyanoethylene, 

Halogens, 

Inorganic ions in 
solution (E0>-0.9eV), 

Organic ions in 
solution 

Prom Ref, 50 • 

I ,.. 108 >'-]. -1 <: <;,,. i'! s obs 

Simple aliphatic or aromatic 
hyd.roc:arbons ~ 

Alkanes, 'benzene, anthracene, 
etc. 

.A.1."'liline, :phenol, haloalkanes, 

Halobenzenes, aliphatic nitro 
comp., 

Phthalic anhydr.i.de, benzoni trils t 

(Di2.magnetic) inorganic 
:i..:ms in solution ( E0 <-0. 9e V) 



held. together by weal: fore~::.', :i., e. p vc-~n d'::::~· \la.a.ls forces. Direct 

cor::::-e}.c..tions have been I'.lad.e b~~t.hc·•.:m k a:.·l6. the polariz;abili ty of ··oos 

the simple bydrocc..roons in -tbs hcru)lo01s ,";<cries as shown in F:i.gure 23. 

c.nnihilation rate, },2 , and ~,be surface tension of the liq_uid wr...ich is 

also ~la:t.ed to the :polarizr.bili "t.y. 

?he second group enconpasses those compounds tha.t display a 

8 -1 -1 stronr: rea.cti vi ty towards Ps such that "·- '> 1 0 H s • Compounds ~ - ;.. o ·bs , ~ -· 

iu this group are the nitToaivraatics, quinones, halogens, conjugated 

anhyd.rldes, organic ions and. inorgarJ.c ions in aqueous solution with 

a standard redox potential larger than -0, 9 e V. The s~rong reactivity 

of the m.t.roa:romatics in this g-~up are due to the fact that these 

corr.pounds are highly conjugated ancl contain strong electronegative 

atoms such as nit:rogen and oxygen, 

4-6 Nadia, · et al, shoHed tha't -th.1;: c"t::sc::rved ree~ctions towards Ps vary-

with the positions of substituants i~1 the nitroaromatic systems. 'l'hey 

att::-1.buted this behaVior t.o su·::istituant effects which can cause a 

redistributior:. of electron d.er~sity i:: the nitroaromatic system, On the 

·be.sis of these ci ... z1d other resultsr these authors inte:t""_Preted their results 

in terms of a reaction mech~nis.i.':l whose basic feature is the form.s..tion of 

a Ps-molecule complex. 

Experiments have shown that the obse:r.."'Ved. bimolecular chemical 

reactio:1 rate constants at room tem:ps:caiure for the reactions o:f 

10 -l -1 ·thermalized ortho-po si troniiun with ma-Ct er range from 10 H - sec 

down to io7 .. -1 -1 
1'·1 sec wbich is the lower detection limit for the 

instru.merrtatj_on used. These values we::re !:r::i.secl on the following general 

mechanism: 
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:\ k p s 
2:'(""'(---· PsS ~<----.• ? z (4) 

Ortho-Positronium can eithe::::- rc;act with -:.he solvent S, or the solute N, 

by forming a collision-type co~plex. The formation of this complex is 

the rate determining step. 'I'hls is s~10;,-n schematically in Figure 24. 

In a collision between o-Ps a."1d. another molecule, a collision complex 

with a varying lifetime will be formed. In this complex, the electron 

density at the position of the positron in o-Ps will be drastically 

increased hence reducing the lifetime of o-Ps. The average time that 

o-Ps spends in this complex will depend on how stable this complex is. 

If only weak forces are operative such as van der Waals forces, o-Ps 

will spend a very short time in this complex and its mean lifetime 

will be slightly shorter tha.r1 the intrinsic lifetime of o-Ps. If 

strong forces are operative in stabilizing this collision complex 1 

i.e., i:ond formation, then the positron w:ill find itself for a prolonged 

period of ti:me in an environment of hig.'-1 electron density which will 

reduce its lifetime substantially. There is a :possibility that this 

collision complex may be just a transition state leading to slectron 

transfer from Ps to substrate, i.e., oxid.ation of Ps. Parts of this 

thesis deals with the one electron transf·:;r react.ions between o-Ps and 

CuC12 and 1 .. ;ill be discussed in detail later on in Chapter 5. In this 

process a free positron will be formed and it will be quickly annihilated 

together with an electron whose spin is antipa....~lel relative to that of 

the positron. The lifetime of the :positron in condensed matter will be 

0.1 - 0,5 nsec sho~er than o-Ps. 
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D. Analysis of Posi troniw: 1:Uetirne Spectnm 

Development of kinetic equations will ts based on the fact that 

only relat.i vely unreacti Ye i;ol vents will te used. Solutes of high 

reactivity were chosen so that c-.ne coi..:ld see a large change in the 

lifetime of positronium when these soLltes were dissolved in solvents 

whose reactivity towards positronium is small. 

As mentioned above, a more detailed investigation in this laoor-

. 47-50 h h .J_h t . .J_ • .J_. 11 be a\.orj •as s own " a pos1.,ronium reac ... ions can genera y ~ 

discussed in tenns of Ps com.ple:;: formation with certain molecules. 

Those of interest here are the substituted nitroaromatics. 

l di d 1 h . d ..... . 1 47 th . . . ~ . , 1 .•s ·; scusse e seu. ere in e ... a1 , e mecnanis:m ror reversi o e 

Ps complex formation in solution can be represented as the following: 

A. 
2Y..-<--P __ ps + 

k A. 1 c E -<--)-T>• Psr;-~ 'Cy 
k 2 (annihilation in the complex) 

where 1:1 is the rate constant for the Ps complex formation with 

molecule H1 k 2 is the rate constant fc•r the decomposition of the Ps 

complex, A is the annihilation constant for positrons in the Ps c 

(5) 

complex, and A is the annihilation constant for the Ps annihilating p 

in the bulk solvent. Since the concentration of 11 remains practically 

constant throughout the experiment 1 the mechanism can be simplified to 

A. I·' A. 
2"; < p 

Ps~ 
l. )PsM c > 2y (6) 

k2 

I·' l. = 1r -·1 !NJ 

d[Ps] = -(Trt + ),_ ) [Ps] + k2 IPsM] dt -·1 p (7) 



r;~ : _, 

LJ?sH] lr I [Ps] I· + \ \ [F·sM] (8) = \k2 {, ' dt '1 cl 

d [ Z't] ;., [Ps!1j '9) = ~ , dt c 

These differential equation:.::: can be scl ved exactly according to Pyun5l 

for the tizne dependence of the concentration of Ps, PsM and 2y. These 

solutions are of the form 

where 

[Ps] = [Ps] 0 (s2-s1 )-1 [(s2-ki) exp(-s1t)-(s1-ki) exp(-s2)J 

IPsM] = [Ps] 0 kj_(S2-s1)-1 [exp(-s1t) - exp(-s2t)J 

s2 = (p+q)/2 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

If s1 «S2 , there will be a simple time dependence of [ Ps] , [ Ps!'l] 

and [Zy] which will involve only exp(-s1t) after a brief induction 
t 

period, This condition can be met if (k2+t. )>>k~ which is equivalent to c l. 

invoking steady state conditions for the PsH complex. Then 

d[Ps!1] 
dt = 0 

and also s? = k, +;\ • 
- ..I.. c 

= 

a...11d 

(Ir.., 1~ /k2+A. ) - c c [HJ 

If ·the steady state assumption is true, then k b for the 
0 s 

disappearance of Ps is 

(13) 



To obtain q_ua.11titati ve 

"j' '"\ 
~·:2-t·A c 

infc:::nc .. tior.. of l: . , the time-dependent two-o N> 

(14) 

photon annihilation rate R")~, can be used to determine this quantity. 
;.. ! 

Since 

(15) 

where A and B are scaling factors which are related to the number of 

positrons a.IL.'lihilating with rates )1. a.YJ.d A.2 , respectively, Conditions 

in these studies were such that the concentration of the substrate, 

M, is in the millimolar range and then the following inequality can 

be assumed~ (k2+A.c)>>I~ [l-:1] and t..2 from Equation (9) is then given by 

the following equation: 

A. p + kl Ac 
k2+A.c 

or since k b = 'k- A. / k2+ A. 0 s .. J. c c 

[N] 

[M] 

where A.2 comes from the measured pod tron lifetime spectra. The 

observed rate constant, T. 

""obs' ca.11 be experimentally determined by 

(16) 

(17) 

plotting t..2 versus changes in the concentration UU and the slope of 

the resulting line ca.'l be calculated from linear lea.st squares analysis 

on the data points (usually 8-10) taken which is 6(A.2 - AP) / /:,. [!1] 

and thus equal to the rate constant k . • Such a plot is shown in obs 

f.J.gu:r~ 25 fox a solution of nitrobenzene in 0.30 mole fraction 

Benzene/Hexane. 10 -1 -1 The rate constant is 0.462 x 10 M sec • 
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The temperature depen:ieLce 

,. .... ~ ,,.."'\ 
' " 

o: k . fo::- a large number of ni tro-
o Ds 

aromatics reacting with Ps we::cc moasu:'."00.. ir. several sol vents by 

Hadia, 50 et al. They showed -:hat these :r-e~ct.ions underwent a 

temperature inversion gi vi!"J.f; a non-Arrhenius section as shown in 

Fi gtll."'e 26 • 
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Behavior of Ps Reacting in 
Different Systems. 
(From Ref. 50) 



SOLVE';T EFFECTS C?7 TES 3':'.'ABI~·:!:.?'.: Or' POSITRONIDri 

A. Introduction 

- . L~'?·-50 Recent studies in this J.al'orc:::r.ory have shown that different 

reac-:.ions between Ps and various ni troexoma.tics in different sol vents 

proceed at different rates v<hile the e:.ctj_vation energies for these 

reactions remain fai:rly constant. Various Ps reactions in this 

thesis also show the sa.n1e trend as evidenced by the Arrhenius part 

of the graph shown in Figure 27. Thus it seemed interesting to 

investigate what effect the solYent plays in stabilizing the complex 

formed between Ps and various ni troaromatics in solution, In order 

to accomplish these studies, the temperature dependence of k for obs 

the :':'eaction of Ps with ni tro benzene, a!'l.d o-ni trotoluene was measured 

in various solventsf such as toluene, n-heptane and n-pentanol. 

The experiments were perfcrmerl i~1 '.:."clGh a way that t..2 was first 

measured in the pure sol vent under the sai"lle conditions, temperature 1 

etc., and subsequently 1-d th the solute present. This assu'.!'.'es one 

that the observed rate constant ( I-: - ) 
Obs' 

is not significantly effected 

b°'J changes in the viscosity or b".t changes in the diffusion ra-ce. of the 

Ps atom, To show that the temperature inversion He.s not caused b-,t 

decoraposition of the solute, the experiments were performed first by 

a step1dse increase of the temperature and then iihile decreasing the 

temperature back to the starting point. All data points ~;ere rep:rod'..l-

d ble within exnerifilenta.1 er-..cor and confirn that decoriposi tion did not 

occur. 
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Evaluation of Sol vent ::.:i'fsc: 

A generc..l scheme for i..:r:::'he!:.ius plot for the reaction 

betHeen ortho-positron.itun a.nu the nit:::.v2JX·m:1."tics is shown in Figure 28. 

This t;ype of behavior is expcc-l:eC. for the equili briu.i11 reaction expressed 

belo1-; in Equation (1). 

A 
Zy ..;,...__ _ _;;.P ___ ps + H <F<'----) Ps!-1 "' -.. 

_____ ,,.... 2Y 
A c 

(1) 

In Figure 28, the left side of the curves a:re due to the fact that 

a.t higher temperatures 1:2>>A. , i.e. , k b = k .. ;\ /k,.,, whereas at lower 
~ c 0 s J. c (.,, 

temperatures, the right side of the durves, ),0 >>1:2 , i.e. 1 kobs = 11_. 

The inversion point in the curves are determined. by the relative 

no..gni tude of 11_, 

order of 3 

k 2 and\ in the term kobs = I-l.l.jk2+1'.0 • A.0 is of the 

4 nsec-l a.c"ld. was found not to differ significantly 

froill one compound to another or from one solvent to another and is 

considered to be a consta..."lt. 

According to absolute rate theory 1 11_ and I:2 are given b-.t: 

== K l:T/h exp ( 6 si/R) e:x~p 
I 7' /Rr) ··1 1,-.o.;; 

a, 
-

.l 
T- = K 1:T/h exn ( cc' ;T>·, ezn r ui /rrr) 
j '') 6 u2 ~'i \_ -!.~ .... , / rL 

..... °'2 

where E (1) is the Arrhenius acti vatior. energy for the complex a 

forrrJ .. ng step. (See Figure 29.) 

The actual measured Arrhenius plots for several nitroaromatics 

(2) 

(3) 

are sh01m in Figure 27 and E has been determined from the Arrhenius a 

part of the graph and is practically constant in all the systems under 

investigation (Table 2). Differences in k1 and k 2 , and thus in the 

inversion points should therefore be the result of changes in the 
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TABLE II 

Thermodynamic Data for the Reactions of o-Ps in 

Toluene, n-Heptane and n-Pentanol Solutions. 

Compound 
EAi A~~ 

Solvent Kcal/Mole Kcal/Mole 

ni tro benzene toluene 0.8 :!:: 0.1 -4.5 :!:: O.J 
n-heptane 1.3 :!:: 0.2 -4.4 :!:: o.4 

n-pentanol 1..3 :!:: 0.2 -J.5 ±. o.6 
o-nitrotoluene toluene 1.3 :!:: 0.2 -3.7 :t 0.3 

n-heptane -J.8 :!:: 0 • .3 
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pre-.Ar.chenius facto:".', i.e. , ,.._,·c:e ":,,r:;, chan,se:: L:. the trans.rn.ission factor 

nore likely clue to ch?..:1;0::: :1..n "the 8n-t:rn-:ies t.st ,L1st which are or 

involved in -Gbe formation oi' ..'.Gt-,e -'.:ransi~icL state, 

In the case of n-hept..-'.lne an~l tolue:1t:: 20l vent systems v:here k1 

rem2.ins fairly constant, t)1e x;sults 3J.f;',:;f:s"t that the stability of 

the co:m:plex here is me.inly deteniined by 1:2 , through entropy chal1(;es 

involved in the deconposition step. 

If k2 is mainly responsible fo:r the tenperature dependence of 

l· it seened int ere st in,:; to study the effect of sol vent com po si ti on ··obs 

on k2 . These studies were done to show the importance of entropy and 

other theil!lodynamical factors in Ps co8plex formation. 

In order to evaluate these effects of sol vents, a series o: 

experiments were uerform.ed in which k b. was measured for ?s reactin2" - ~ 0 s u 

1-:ith nitrobenzene and o-nitrotoluene in ber:.zene-hexane nixtures of 

various mole f:ractions 2,t room te!npero:ture. In Figure JO 1/1: • 
ODS 

observed for Ps reacting with ni tro 1:Y~nzene is plotted as a function 

of the molefraction of n-hexane in b5nzene, Ho linear or other . ., simp..l.e 

co::.."l.·elation seems to exist in this case tetween l/k b and the 
0 s 

composition of the solvent. This is not unexpected since the curves 

i;-i Figure 27 cle2.rly indicate that for the interaction between Ps 

temperatu_re, k • in toluene52 is mainly 
ODS 

and ni ti"O benzene at roora 

dete:r..Tiiined by 11_ whereas k b in n-heµtai1e52 is a function of k.., A. /k2 • 
0 s - .L c 

TlT1s in a second series of experiments ·t.he solvent de:pendence 

of k . was studied by using o-nitrotoluene in mixtures of benzene-o GS 

n-hexal1e at room teR:pera:ture. It can be seen from Figure 27 that k b 
0 s 

is gi ve:n by ::1 /.. /k? (hiGh temperature limit) in 1:oth sol vents. To do c '-
·these e:;:pe:i."iiilents, /., >ms first determined. in the various pure benzene-µ 
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n-hexane sol vents at room te::'.:~:.e:::-2.ture. ::; v::.rying the concentration 

cf o-::D. trotoluene ;:-hile kef::p:L:c: the no le fra.8tion of benzene in 

n-hexane consta!1t, l-,. " oos 
T,·rac:: c:c-_i cul atec3. -tr.;·" '11 ,.,-'-tin"" A. a.s a function of - - - l .c..~ v b 2 

tbe concentration of ni trotoluen&. This i:c:,s repeated for about six 

different mole fractions of cen::::.ene in n-liexane thus obtaining values 

if T_ coi"Tesponding to the different 
1"obs t1ole fractions. From Figure 

10 Fh 0 -re l/T· is ulotted as a function of the molefraction of _,, \ --- - -·obs · .... 

n-hexane, it can be seen that l/k b vaiies line2.rly with the nole-o s 
fraction of n-heJ~ane. 

In anal ow to the ni tro benzene system Hhere :S~ , and k1 v:ere found 
c.. -

to be identical inn-hexane and toluene at room tenperature, E (1) f a 

the Arrhenius activation energy, and 11_ for the complex foming step, 

Ps + o-n:itrotoluene 
k1 --->.,.· Ps-o-ni trotoluene, have also been assumed 

to be the sa.:-ne for o-nitrotoluene in these two solvents at roor.i 

t.e;-nperature. 

Since Ac renains fairly constant, 1:0 bs should "be proportional to 

the reciprocal of k2 : 

·1r = constant/I:~ ··obs ,, 

'I'he straight line in Fiet1re 30, where J./lc b is plotted as a function 
0 s 

of the molefraction of hexane, would thus indicate that the eq_uili briun 

entropy chaI1:;es line<:!.rly 1d th the compo si ti on of the sol vent, which 

in turn ru.le s out any preferential association of either sol vent with 

the Ps-complex, i. e, , there is no indication for cluster formation. 

The ability of these t.wo solvents to assist the complex in 

stabilizins itself is therefore determined. by the weighted. suirr of the 



eq_uiJ.i briw:i entropies invc:·:,::::. It i .::; :~l~'-' consistent with the 

expectation that the polar 0:r no::::·e poJ.2:.:iza':·le solvent n-pentanol 

o:r toluene is better able ·::.o ne"J.t::-alizs the charge separation which 

occurs if neutral species cot~tiine to £"::::::::·r:-, pol.ar complexes than a less 

:pola:ciza ble sol vent, such a;: i1-he:pta..11s. 



FDSITRCGIUT: P2ACTIONS ~ 

KilIEI'IC OR DIFFL.T;;ION COlr:::'RC'LLED? 

A. Introduction 

,...., "' ... . .. .. ~ . .. . .53 . ' ' •, ' "'(r" • ._,010.a.nsKii ana. Snan-c.a:roncn have ati:,enp-c.eo. -c,o e.~plain some 

reactions of thermal ortho-posi tronium •~i th paramagnetic and dia..TJla._.,.c-rnetic 

organic and inorganic compounds in terms of a reversible complex forrna-

tion based on the "bubble" or free volw-:ie model. Whereas, on the other 

hc..nd 1 the results presented in this thesis were discussed in terms of 

a model which j_s based on the gas kinetic model as mentioned in C:.'1.apter J. 

The solvent effect was in this case considered to be controlled mainly 

by entropy differences in the complex formation in the various complexes. 

In the past, , several authors have assumed that Ps reactions proceed 

mainly through a diffusion controlled mechanism because in a few cases 

the rate constants for these reactions displayed. a dependence on solvent 

viscosity and the observed activatioYJ. ene::-gies in aq_ueous systems were 

clo3e to the activation energy of viscosity, B n' On the other handt 

the rate constants for the reactions of Ps atoms with simple inorganic 

ions varied over a large range, (See Table J). A similar wide range of 

rate constants was also found. for Ps atoms reacting with ni troa.....""'Q:ma tics 

in various solvents. (See Table 4). Thus it seeraed interesting to 

evaluate Hhat effect the solvent viscosity plays in these reactions a.'1d. 

to assess whether the "bubble model 11 is valid in predicting rate 

constants for Ps reactions in vaiious systems studied in this thesis. 

To accor.:plish this, positroniurc. complex formation with dia..TJlagnetic and 

inorganic compounds were studied as a. function of the solvent viscosity. 
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TABLE III 

Observed Rate Constants, kobs' Entropies of Activation, Energies of Activation and 

Viscosity for Ps-CuC12 Reactions in Various Solutions. 

SYSTEMS ak a, bK 0 vrscosrrr EA F.VISC ~ l Offi 'D sl 
( -9 -1 -·l) (cp) (Kcal/Mole) (e.u. at 21°0) xlO M - sec -

Aq. KMn04 18.0 6.5 1.0 J.J 2. () 

Aq. Cd( Cl01}) > 0.1 6.5 1.0 --- ..., r, c,.u 
CG 

CuC12 in '-..() 

Water J.6 :t 0.5 6.5 1.0 2.8 + 0.8 2.0 -7 • .5~' 

Ethanol 7.9 :t 0.5 5.1~ 1.2 2.6 ± 0.5 J.2 -6,r.1 

Propanol-1 6.8 :t 0.5 2.8 1.5 2.8 :t 0.5 4.9 -6.Jl 

Propanol-2 8.1 ± 0.5 2.8 2.3 2.7 :t 0.5 5.3 -5.96 

Hexanol-1 7.0 ± 0.5 l.J 5.4 2.6 ± 0.5 5.1 -6.25 

Ethylene glycol 0.2 + 0.2 O.J 19.9 7.0 ± 1.0 15.4 1.29 

a) Rate constants at 20°c. 
b~ Derl ved from Stokes-Elnstein--Debye Equation (equation 3 ) 
c at 2fPC. 
d) From equation 2. 



'!'ABLE IV 

Observed Rate Constants, k b , Energ:l.es for Activation and Viscosity for 
0 s 

Ps-Ni tro benzene or p-Dini tro benzene in Various Solutions. 

SYSTEMS a1'om 
(xl09 M-1sec-l) 

bvISCOSITY 

(cp) 

CE 
A Evrsc 

(Kcal/Mole ) 

Nitrobenzene in 

H,...O 
M~thanol 
Propanol-1 
Pentanol-1 
Cyclohexane 
n-Heptane 
J3r.;)nzene 
Toluene 
Acetone 
n-·Pentane 

p-])_initrobenzene in 

Toluene 
n-Heptane 
Pentanol-1 

a Rate constants a:t 20 c. 
0 b At 20 C. 

10,l + 0.3 
5.2 + 0,8 

10.0 + 0.3 
8.6 ±: 0.3 

lJ,0 ± 2.0 
3.J + o.J 

27.0 ±: 2.0 
27,9 + 0.8 
4.o ±: 0.5 
0.7 :!:. 0.1 

.51. 3 + 1. 3 
?7.6 + J.O 
17.8fl.O 

1.0 
0.58 
1.5 
0.38 
1.02 
o.41 
0,65 
0.59 
0.32 
o. 21.J-

0,59 
o.4·1 
0.38 

l 0 

c Calculated from Arrhenius part of plot log K b vs l/T. 
0 s 

---
---

0.5 + 0.3 
1.3±:0.2 

1.3 ±. 0.2 

0.8 ± 0.1 

1.1 ± 0.1 
1.0 + 0.1 
1.8 :t 0.3 

2.0 
---
l~. 9 
5.1 

2., l 

2.0 

2.0 
2.1 
5,1 

\.J) 
0 



3. Stuc'Lies of Positronitur. ?lc<3 .. ;:;tions in Vari.;us Solutions of CuC12 

Rea.ctio!1s of posi tronh~.i'T1. Ki th dii'fc:-ent inorganic salts have been 

' . - . - . 54-60 ex-c.ensi vel.y studied by various :::-ssearc:bsrs. · It was assu.rned that 

these reactions occur via oxida·~Lm of Ps according to the following 

mechanism: 

't.. 
~f+ 2Y< p + aq 

i< .., 
~ '~~~ Ps 

J_ > < Su 

k.2 
aq_ 

A + c e ----)+· 2'( aq_ 

T, + t. 
ox) M(n-1) + aq_ 

(1) 

The positroniwn (positronide) complex Ps:r.f1+ is considered to be just 

a transition state leading to electron transfer from Ps to substrate, 

i.e., oxidation of Ps. 

The reaction studied in this thesis was Ps + Cu +2 --?i- Cu +l + e + 
e .:;__;;... 2y (Rapid annir.ilation). The stand.a.rd redox potential for 

'? + Cu.T- + e-~Cu is +0.17 V, and. it shculd react effectively with Ps. 

It seemed interesting to study the solvent effect on the reactions 

between O~Cl 2 and Ps in different solvents and to determine the acti-

vation energies for the reaction of Ps with CuC12 in different 
sol vents at different temperatures. B°..Y plotting log k b as a 

0 s 

function of 1/T, the .A::-rhenius acti va:t.j_on energy, E , could be deter-a 
mined f:rom the slope of the resulting straight line, These plots are 

shown in Figures 31 a..r1d 32. It is clearly evident that the slopes 

are all eq,ual (with the exception of ethyleneglycol as the solvent) 

which in tun1 shows that the activation energy, E , is the sa.:.11e and. is a 
solvent independent. 
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Figure 32. Arrhenius Plots for Ps Reacting with CuC1 2 
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Similar trends were o-ose:rved for :?·s ator.:s reacting with various 

ni troaromatics in differen-'c solver~ts a.s sho1m in Figure 33. E n 
the activation energy of v5.scosity, c=:L~1 be determined for the 

different sol vents by plot ting -t.he log of viscosity YE_ l/T as shown 

for n-hexane in Fig.ire Y+. Ii:. can be seen that in all the cases that 

Ea is less than E n, (except fer water as the solvent, see Table 3), 

which could indicate that these reactions are not diffusion controlled, 

The experiments were performed such that A2 was first measured 

in the pure sol vent under the Sa.tile conditions 1 temperature, etc. 1 and 

subsequently, with the solute present, There was no inversion of 

k , observed at higher temperatures thus providing no evidence for 
ODS 

any Ps complex decomposition over the temperatu:re range studied. This 

may indicate that electron transfer is occuring extremely rapid in the 

initially formed Ps-CuCl2 complex. (k >> k2). ox 
One can, therefore, conclude that the activation energies wb~ch 

remain fairly constant for all systems studied, except for ethyl-

eneglycol, cannot ::represent solely the activation energy of viscosity 1 

E , and one could safely argue that changes in the forward rate 
n 

constant k.1.- , which should be equal to k b since k 2 << )., , are due 
0 s c 

to a substantial degree to changes in the pre-exponential factor, A~ 

of the Arrhenius equation, i.e., by differences in tis+ , the entropy 

of activation. The entropy of activation was determined at room 

terrrpe:rature for these systems by using equation 2. 

= log kobs -10.753 -log T + E /1J.-.576T a (2) 

The results revealed that water has the lowest value 

whereas ethyleneglycol has the highest. (See Table 3). The positive 
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entropy of activation for rc;:;.c·t.ions of P2 '.~~!. "'.:.h CuC12 in ethyleneglycol 

would inply that the st.ruc-t.-..i.re of the c..cti··ra.ted complex has less order 

than the structure of the sepc:.rated reactants whereas a negative entropy 

of activation for the reacti.on of ?s ;-rith C'...i.C.'12 in the other solvents 

(water, hexanol, etc., see 'I'a.~le 3) wodd. inply that the stru.cture of 

the activated complex has more order than the structure of the separated 

reactants. Therefore, this suggests that the (PsCuC12) complex in water 

is better stabilized en route to the transition state than in the other 

solvents studied in this thesis. 

In these systems, the contriCT~tion to the solvent effect could be 

attributed to two different causes. The first could be attributed to 

the degree of dissociation of GuC12 into ions in the va..."""ious solvents. 

While in the aq_ueous solution, an almost total dissociation into ions 

can be asSULled. under the experimental conditions em.ployed whereas on 

the other hand complete dissociation is not the case in the organic 

1 ' l" El. d .... h t . h61 h sh +b t p so ven-.:;s. •iorgensen, : CL:..-Up a.11 ~ •• an a.....-onc. .ave own .., .a s 
9 _, -1) + reacts faster with CuCJ.2 (kobs = 12xl0 M -sec tha.."1 with CuCl 

(kb = .5xlo9 r1r1sec-l), than with eu+2 fk = 2.77J..09 !·C1sec-1 ). Thus, o s '"obs 
the rate constant for Ps reacting with CuC12 in various solvents could 

depend on a certain degree on the dissociation of CuCl? in those ,_ 

solvents. Secondly, CuC12 or the other Gu species might "be solvatecl 

in these solvents and these solvated species may react differently 

with Ps, An increase in temperature could also cause an increase in 

dissociation a..11d this should cause the· Ps rate constants to decrease 

but a.11 opposite effect was observed. This possibly could be due to 

the fact that a complex is being fom.ed between Ps a..--id CuC12 a.nd Ps 

complex fonuation is the rate determining step. 



c. Bubble Eodel and Diffu2:1.on Contro11ed_ l·I8chanism 

According to Goldansk:l.i ;:~.nri Shant.a:.rovich,53 posit:ronium is 

·believed to occupy a ca.vit:r (bubtle) :'i.n a 13.rge majority of liquids. 

The dependence on temperature 3.nd. on -t.:"e .".lature of the solvent is 

actually accounted for by f.or:::;,,?.tion of a 11 bubble 11 around the posi tronium 

in these liquids. Therefore, at the moment of complexa.tion, the ububble" 

sb.ri::11:s rapidly depending on the pro-pe:::tj_es of the liquid such as 

surface tension and viscosity. The molecule can penetrate into this 

bubble and can induce the formation of an excited complex which is 

quickly stabilized, 

The authors assumed that these types of reactions would be 

diffusion controlled. In accordance with the Stokes-Einstein-Deb';e 

theory, the difft:sion rate constant, kD 1 can be exn:::-essed as 

== BRT 
3000 :n 

( -1 -1) 1"! sec -

and if a reaction is diffusion controlled then 

k b (T) n (T) 
0 s = constant (T) T 

Goldans1"'2i 7 5 has shown that this is indeed the case for several 

(3) 

(4) 

compounds reacting wi"'.:,h Ps in different sol vents. To evaluate if the 

rea.ctions studied in this thesis research were diffusion controlled 

or not, similar calculations were performed according to Equation ( 4) 

and the results are presented in Figure JS fer the CuCJ..2 systems and. 

in Figure 36 for the nitroaromatic systems. If the reactions are 

diffusion controlled then the plots in these Figures should all be 

parallel with the temperature axis. Eoth Fieures seem to indicate 
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that these reactions a.re r..ot. ~:'.:'fusion controlled and do not obey 

Equation (3). 

To further investigate the :r..2..tter cf whether Ps reactions are 

diffusion controlled, the "bubble model" was also applied to the 

experimentc.J.. results for CuC1,.., and va_-ri.ous nitroc.romatics in different 
&.. 

solvents. According to Golda..'1.skii and Shantarovich,53 the observed 

rate constant for positroni'll.!11 reacting with different compounds in 

solution can be expressed as (for a stable complex) 

n 
[l+q_ -1 

1rhere E is the activation energy, and B and q are constants and as a 
(for an unstable complex) 

k .. 
ODS 

= Er 
n 

},, 
(l+ ~) + q exp(-E~/RI')J A .., 

-1 
c 

where /. and. t.. are the annihilation rate in the complex and bubble c a 

(5) 

(6) 

collapse velocity, respectively. Eb= ~ -E where E is the activation 
~d a a 

enerQ-' fer the fo~ation of the (Ps-E) complex, and Ed is the activation 

enerQ• for the reverse process. Rearrangement of Equation 5 yields 

T ( • \ [ ,;: b l) 0 s = BT(i) 

where the i's correspond to measurements performed a·t different 

(?) 

temperatures, For i=3, there are three equations and three wJmowns 

which can be solved by Newton's approximation. The experimental kb 's 
- 0 s 

were fitted to Equation 7 and the three unknowns, q, B and E were a 



deter:ained. These values ire1x: ~_;llen su"':>:;;-'..i':.;_:"~.ed ·oo.cl: into Equation 7. 

T-f' ;" e.1""""8,,.-\ men, tai .; "' a f'""':"".+._-i o."' of n \r,vi:sc:os" ty) of the sol vent, -- l'. b • ..., __ , . - -'-'-' -'-'-""-~ -' -'- -
O· S -

then k 0 bs experimental should te c:.pproX:.rTiately equal to the calculated 

.. over the entire temn_1,e::::"E'.t'..l::'e :range i!l w:-1ich the ex:pe:riment was .. obs 

perform.ed~ 

is 

C2.l1..'10t -be :fitted to Equation 7 t then 

independ.ent of viscosity and k . experimental will 
ODS 

not be equal to kobs calculated. T~us app:::.-oach was taken to see how well 

the exnerimental activation energy 1 E , %"Tee with the activation energ-f a. 
calculated from Equation 5. The results are listed in Table 5. 

There only seems to be a close agreement between the calculated 

activation enerey and the experimental one for the two systems, CuC12 in 

etl-lylsne.;lyc:ol and in n-hexar1ol obtained_ from the A:...<"rhenius plots in 

Ficures 31 a."ld 32. It must be pointed. out that the calculated observed 

rate constant, K , , agrees well with the experiraental results ove:r the 
003 

entire ter:q)eratuic range studied only in these systens whereas in all 

other syste~s listed in Table 5 it does r.ot agree. (See Figure 37). 

Thus it seens that the bubble ~odel is only valia above a certain 

critical value of the vi.scosity of the solvent used in the reactions 

betwe·:m Ps and solute. If the bubble model is used. below this value, 

it ¥'ould predict a nega.ti ve activation energy which renders it inapplicable. 

The authors of this model have pi--eviously observed similar values in 

other systems u.nd they have not been able to explain these inconsis-

tencies with their model. The fact that a lower limit of viscosity 

existr:, for this model to be applicable is substantiated by two 

experimental facts. it seems that a better agreement between 



TABLE V 

Experimental and Calculated Observed Rate Constants, kb , and Calculated and E.xper:lmenta.l Energies 
0 s 

of Actl vation for Ps-Ni tro benzene and Ps-CuCl,... Reactions ln Various Sol vents. 
,:'., 

--- ,.._..,, -·---· 
C\;: b (exp.) b b,f b,gB r) CE bE 

0 s k0 b8 (calc.) q a a 
( 9 -1 -1) xlO i1 sec (cp) (Kcal/Mole) 

~ 

Nitro b< .. :mzene in 
\o.o 7 7 Benzene --- 1.3 x 10 5.6 x 10 0.65 --10.8 

Nitro benzene :tn f-' 
0 

Benzene e2? .0 ·--- --- --- o.65 1.0 ·--- '-"'' 

Nitro benzene in 8 
Toluene e2J.9 2J.9 0.25 6.8 x 10 o. 71.J. 0.3 o.n 

Nitro benzene in 
n-Pentanol 8.6 25.? 2.6 x 10 24 4.5 x 107 O.J8 1.3 -36.J 

Nitro benzene in 8 
1-Propanol 10.8 10.8 1.1 2.0 x 10 0.93 1.3 - .87 

CuCl~ in 
Et .. anol 7.92 8.Yt· 4.J x 10 23 J.4 x 107 1.2 2.6 -J6.4 

CuCL in -J 8 
N-frexanol 7.5 7.5 -L~.8 x 10 -2.8 x 10 5.1+ 2.6 3.1 

CuCl in -5 7 Ettylencglycol 0.5 0.5 L1 •• 9 x 10 9.0 x 10 19.9 7.0 6.1 



TABLE V (continued) 

SYSTEMS ak b (exp.) ~ b (calc.) 
0 s 0 s btf q 

9 -1 -1 xlO M sec 

CuCl in 
water J.6 

CuCl in 
1-~ropanol 6.8 

CuClp in 
2- ropanol 8.1 

al From experiment at 21°c, 
b From bubble model. (Equation .5) 
c From Arrhenius plots. 

2.6 

7.6 

8.1 

-
-2.8 x 10 23 

2.0 x 10 2lJ-

1.6 x 10 6 

e From Ref. 50. _1 2 
dl From Ref. 53. 
f In units of ('r ~l n)_!h~fe ll = viscosity in centapoise. 
g In units of ( nM sec T ) • 

b,gB n 

(cp) 
u .... _ 

8.8 x 10 6 1.0 

6.o x io? 1.5 

6.9 x io7 2.J 

CE 
a 

2.8 

2.8 

2.7 

bE 
a 

Kcal/Mole 

-J8.9 

-J6.8 

-11.l 
I-' 
0 
-~ 
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v ex1)ei"inental and. :S calcula te:C:. can ·!::€ o ttained when the vi sco si ty '""a - a 

of the solvent is 5-eater than 2,J cp. ::.-:'or ex2.!.-nple, in Table 5, the 

difference between E calculateci and E~ expcyimental for Ps reacting a c 

with CuC12 in 1-propanol ( n = 1.5 cp) is }?.6 kcal/mole, whereas the 

difference fo~ Ps re.,C.:.l· n- ,.; 4-}, "-u0.l 1° Il './ --ropa,.,Ol ( n = 2, J CD) l• S ..l- ... ~ c... v ·O ~"-i...· ... .;. v v- 2 ~ ... -~-· ...... 1 1 ... 

considerably less, 13.8 kcal/mole. The second fact is that there is 

a change in slope for a plot of (k . /T) obs 
vs T for Ps reacting with 

Cu Cl') in n-hexanol solution. 
(._, 

(See Figure 35). This change seems to 

occur d 320° K i·:hich corresponds to a viscosity of approximately 

2.L~ cp. 

To check whether these two arguments are valid, a series of 

experiments were performed with Ps reacting with CuCJ.2 in mixed solvents 

of ethanol ( 11 = 1. 2 cp) and ethyleneglycol ( 11 = 19, 9 cp) at room 

temperature, By varying the ratio of these two solvents the viscosity 

of the mi:-:tUJ'.'e was changed. It is interesting to note that in 

Figure "-Q where k h is nlotted as a function of viscosity for ?s 
µ OvS -

reactJ.Ylg in these systerc.s can be observed. as a linear behavior of the 

resulting plot from 19.9 c:p to approximately L!-,0 cp. The deviation 

from linearity 2,t L~. 0 cp could possibly suggest that at a viscosity below 

L~. 0 cu :?s reactions with CuCl,., in various solutions are not diffusion 
i:... 

controlled and that the bubble model cannot re applied below this 

viscosity, Le, , in the kineticall~r car.trolled region. 

Perhaps this argu.ment could be extended to other Ps-solute reactions 

in solutio:n, Hoi·Tever, the Ps-molecule complex forrc.ation model in Hhich 

the correlation of log I: b vs l/T results in reasona.bly straight lines 
0 s 

fron which the A:r..-rhenius activation enere;ies can be obtained seems to 
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be a valid c>.pproch over a id de ~-'<'.nse 0-J: t-:?~~·eratures a~1d coJ..--responding 

• •..s..• VJ.. SCO Sl .,:J.e S, 

L'1 sm;trnary, there seei!:s to be no sir:;:p} e correlation between the 

various mac:roscopic sol vent :p0.:::-2..<"Jeters. st1.ch as viscosity and the 

observed. rate constants for a.toms reactir!g with different solutes 

in different sol vents, As was shown in the previous Chapter, the 

differences in the observed :;:-ate constants for Ps reacting with CuC12 

in different sol vents may be attributed to the entropy of acti va ti on 

in the absolute 1-ate theor.t equation. Preliminar-.t results seem to 

indicate that the alternative, i.e., the bubble model is not applicable 

·below a ce::-tain critical viscosity of the solvent and restricted to 

Ciffusion controlled reactions. 



STUDY OF I!'iCLUSIOH C011P1EX F01~1ATIOH 

A. L'1troduction 

A pra.ctical application of the positronium complex formation can "be 

found in the exnerimental deternination cf K (the P..olecular association - c 

consta.'1t). L-i this detei""Illin2.tioni the Ps atom acts as a probe by 

sa..rr.pling the molecular em"ironment. By using cert.a.in highly reactive 

:molecules to form a complex with a substrate molecule, one can use Ps 

to determine how stronGlY these molecules complex. 

Inclusion comp:mnds are formed when the cyclic oligosaccha_-ri.des 

accomoda.te a gu.est molecule in its cavity. 62 The cyclic oligosaccharide 

studied here was cyclohexaa2..illylose (cx.-cyclodextrin). The molecular 

dimensions of this compound. are shown together with those of other 

cyclodextrins in Table 6, The strJ.ctures of these compounds are toroid 

shape with a hyCL...""Dphobic (water hating) cavity and surface c.long with 

hyd.....""'Opbilic ( 1mter loYing) faces. (See Figu_.."'"'6 39). Due to the lack of 

free rotation atout the glycosiclic bond w:t.i.ich corL'1ects the glucose units, 

the cycJ_oa..syloses are not perfectly cylindrical molecules but are some-

what coned shaped.. According to x-ray studies 1
63, 6lJ- the six-hydroxyl 

:fact is somewhat na..:...""Tower than the 2, 3-hydroxyl face. Also x-ray 

stud.1.es "t.osether with nmr studies have shown that the glucose rings are 

in the CL(D) chair conformation and that the ;.-hydroxyl hycL""Ogen is 

hydro0en bonded to the 2-hyd.roxyl oxygen of an adjacent ring. These 

studies have also confirmed that hyd.rogen bonding still persists in 

solution along with the CL(D) chair confo:rr.iation, 'T'' • • .r..1s means that 

1n-cra:.:ioleculaT. bonding is responsible for the cone shape. 

109 
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TABLE VI 

I'1olecular Dimensions of Cycloamyloses 

Number 
(~) of glucose Cavity dimensions 

Cycloa..Tj)ylo se residues Diameter Depth 

Cyclohexaamylose 6 4.5 6.7 

Cycloheptaamylo se 7 7.0 7,0 

Gycloo ctaamylose p 
0 8.5 7.0 

From Ref. 62, 
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The ability of the cycloa.:"'.lyloses to bind molecules in its cavity 

is due to hycirogen bond.inc~ van dcr 1;aa.:.s forces, and hydrophobic 

J.• r1+erac+·.:·. ons,65966 - · h ~. cl -1.1 ~ '' ,...1.. 1 v v /.-ray s..nal:;;sis , 8-S ·~on:ime ..... 1a .... -c.1e gue"''"' mo_e-

cule is bound inside the cn.v:c.ty fo!'illinz c.. 1 :1 comple::. These guest 

molecules can range in size from noble gases up to large molecules 

such as azo dyes, Expe:::-imeni:.s have also indicated that the cyclo-

. 67 anyloses can bind small inorganic ions such as 0104- SCN-, I-, Br-

and No3-. The stability of these inclusion compounds will depend on 

the size of the ~iest molecule. Thus, if a substrate is too large it 

will simply not fit into the ca.\tity and, therefore, not bind to the 

cycloa..inylose. On the other hand, if a substrate is too small it will 

pass in and out of the cavity with little binding. The general 

equili b:rium rr;.echani sm for tb..is process is 

K c 
Q + D (1) 

where (D) is the host molecule (cyclohexaa.i11ylose), (Q) is the guest 

( ) -- ( - 1 \ molecule ni·tro i:enzene derivatives and L.c }1; - ; is known as the 

formation constant~ or in some of the literature as the association 

constant. A list cf different guest n:olecules binding in cycle-

hexaamylose along with their resnective ){ values are shown in Table 7. 
~ c 

Up '..1..'ltil now, the basic way of determining K was by :m.rn and c 

1JV spectroscopy. The Ps atom as a prote now offers a verJ sensitive 

method to determine K , which has the additional advantage that it does c 

not perturb the system. By studying the changes in the lifetime of 

1-'0Si tI'onilli:i, one accurately determines values of K which a:re within c 



TABLE VII 

Inclusion Complex Foma:tion C.~:nstar.ts, Kc for 

Various Guest I•1olecules Binding in the 

Guest Compound 

p-Nitrophenol 

Nitro benzene 

p-Benzoquinone 

Eenzoic Acid 

Acetic Acid 

Pyridine 
b Azo Dye 

CaVity of Cyclohexaa.mylose 

2,6-Dinethyl-4-Nitrophenol 

a) Meo.sured at 21°c. 

a.. -1 
K ,M c 

341 
49 

7 

N.B. 

29 

1.4 

1000 

6310 

158 

270 

568 

b) 3r-Ethyl-4'-Hydroxyphenylazo-l-Naphthalene-4-Sulfonate. 

Ref, 

p8 

68 

68 

67 

67 

p/ 

62 

.62 

62 

65 

65 
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experimental error of the valu·es q_uoted in ·t.he literature. In fact, 

Jean and Ache68 studied some inclusion co!:i.pounds and they experimentally 

determined. ·K for p-ni trophencl binding in cyclohexaa.mylose to be c 
341 i·r1 which is in excellent agreement with the value obtained by 

spectroscopic methods. 69 The principle of using the o-Ps atom as a 

probe in these systems is "based on the fact that it reacts very rapidly 

with certain compounds, such as nitroaromatics to form a Ps-molecule 

complex, but these compounds lose most of their reactivity toward Ps 

when they are already complexed with another molecule to form a 

charge transfer complex such as the nitrobenzene-cyclohexaa.mylose 

complex. From this. the differences in the reactiv~ty of these compounds 

in their complexed and uncomplexed forms towards Ps can be used as a 

new tool to determine molecular association constants ( K.). 
I,; 

B. Kinetic Equatj_ons 

The general mechanism for a mediun consisting of three components, 

Q, D and S, the various Ps reactions can be set us as the following: 

PsD ~----"' Ps + Q + D + 

1'J ,, 
k k s ·' .. s 

kQ. ' AC s ~<---? p ~ ___ .... .,. 2¥ 
,, 

kQ 

(2) 

PsS 

1Ap 

The reactions with Ps to consider are: (1) Reaction of Ps with substrate 

Q (guest) or D (complex) or with the solvent S which results in the forma-

tion of the Ps complexes PsQ, PsD, or PsS with rate constants k r;t kD' 
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or k , respectively. (2) Deccr:i}:•Osition cf PsQ., PsD or PsS with rate s 

'"'onstan-'- s 1" 1 ·- ... ~· J.\..Q _·f' kD~ or J.:1 • :r-esuectivel':. s . • u 
(]) Positron annihilation 

in the complex (decay constant >.. )· ' is considered to be independent c ' /\. 
.~ 

·~ 

of .!.1 type of complex forrned (?sQ, 'C.-. 'ii ?sS), 70 Since the concentra-"ne ... u.;.;, 

tions of Q, D, and. S remain ?ra.ctical1y constant in reactions v;-i th 

Ps 1 then the following kinetic ecpatlons can be set up: 

-d[Ps]/dt = kQ[Ps] [QJ + kD [Ps] [D] + ks [Ps] f$] -

-d[PsQ] = -krJPs] [ Q] + 
'<I. dt 

-d[PsD] = -kD[ Ps] [ D] 
dt 

-d[PsS] = -k5[ PsJ [SJ + 
dt 

,, 
[PsD] - k s 

,, 
(t ... + c kQ ) [PsQJ 

(>-
,, 

) + k [PsD] c D 

(/-.. + 
,, 

) k,.., [PsS] c ,;J 

[PsS] 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

..... 0 
According to preVious calculations performed in our laooratory,r 

a good approximation for solving these differential equations is by 

invov.ing steady state conditions, i.e., 

dI :?sG'i :::: 
d[ PsD] = df PsS] = 0 dt d.Jc dt (7) 

With this, the number of positrons populating the "D--'-"" state can now 

re cieri ved by solving Equations ( 4-6) for Ps~~' PsD, and PsS 1 followed 

by the substitution of these values into Equations (2) and (J) and 

one obtains the following relation: 

d [Ps l = _ 
dt IQJ iD J ISJ (8) 
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The experiment2.l conditions ari:: such ttat a.J..l solutions are dilute 

(!!11'1 range), i.e., the solvent is in large excess and its concentration 

remains fairly constant throughout the experiment and the third term 

in Equation (8) can be simplified to 

(k A. j). +k ) [SJ = A s c c s p (9) 

Integrating E~uation (8) gives the time dependent concentration of Ps 

[Ps, ] 
1:. 

= [P 0 1 exp s 
- { ), 

p [ Q) [DJ} t 

As mentioned earlier in the previous chapter, the time-dependent 

(10) 

two-photon annihilation rate (R2A.) can be represented by the following 

two-exponential equation 

(11) 

The annihilation rate for o-Ps, f..2 , can be related to Equation io71 by: 

[ Q] + [ D] (12) 

k Q (obs) kD (obs) 

Equation (12) predicts a linear rela.tionship with two compounds 

present. This was found to be valid in separate experiments where 

various mixtures of m-nitrobenzene and o-nitrotoluene were allowed to 
,.,1 

react with Ps in benzene solution.r-
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Calculation of IC (illolecul2..:c Complex Fo:::Tuation Constant) c 

For Q + D QD 

let QD be the eq_uili briu.rn concentratio:: of' the complex QD, and let 

q and D be the initial ccincen trations of the guest ( Q) and ho st 

(D) molecules, respectively, Tne forma~ion constant ( FC) of the 

complex is given by 

K 
c = ( LQ ]- [QD J)( [D ]- [QD J) 

It must lle pointed. out that this eq_uation is only valid for a 1 :1 

complex, Under the experimental conditions used in these studies, 

the host rn) was alwavs in excess relative to that of the host. \ , J 

(92 mH host, 6 mM guest). Then QD ca...r1 be approximated as: 

[ QJ)] 

Because the ai11ounts of Q, D, or QJ) reacting with Ps are negligible 

as compared to the concentrations [Q], [DJ, or [QD], one can safely 

say that the complex formation equilibrium is not shifted by the 

reaction with Ps, The final equation for A.2 can be written taking 

(13) 

(14) 

into account the equilibrium concentration of the uncomplexed molecules 

[ Q] - [ QD] by 

[ Qj [DJ K c 
l + [DJ JC c 

(~(obs) - kQ(obs)) 

According to Jean and Ache, 72 the first two terms in Equa,tion (15) 

can be obtained by measuring the annihilation rate of the guest in 

water without c.ny host present: 

(15) 



[ Q] (16) 

Substitution of Equation (16) iYJto (15) i:;ives 

1 l .J... 

K [OJ IDJ(I: I . )-k . \ C "" r:·D· c b'~ nfo'"'~ '<(, \ J '°' "'-\. CJw) 

~ 

where 1.2 is the difference between the annihilation rate of the host 

(A.2 host) and the annihilation rate of the complex (A.2 host & guest) 

and 3..2° is the difference between the annihilation rate of the guest 

in water ( A.2 guest) and the annihilation rate ( /, ) in the ·buffered p 

solution of pH 3.5. 
First, A.2 was determined in the buffered solution. Then A.2 

was determined for different concentrations of the host, cycloarnylose, 

in the buffered solution without any guest present. Then A.2 was 

d.etem.ined and. hence kQ(obs) for a know11 concentration of guest 

present without any host. After all this was done, A.2 was determined 

by keeping the guest concentration constant while varying the 

concentration of the host. The results for six different nitroaro-

ma.tics are shown in Figure 4-0, where -l/(A.2-1-.2 °) is plotted as a 

function of 1/ ID]. By extrapolating 1/ IDJ to zero concentrationf one 

can obtain the intercept l/IQJ (kQD(obs) - kQ(obsY by linear lea.st 

kQ( 0 bs) was determined separately without 

any host present and one knows the concentration of the guest IQ] 1 

squares a.I1aly sis, Since 

k ( ) can be determined, 'QD obs The slope of the plot is l/Kc lQ.] 

(kQD(obs) - kQ(obs} and the complex formation constant, Kc, can be 

determined by simply dividing the intercept by the slope. The results 

of these experiments are summarized in Table 8. As expected the 
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Inclusion Complex Fonn.ation Co;;i.stants, E • and. Rate Constants, c· 

kQD( OBS\, fo:!:' the Interaction of the Inclusion Complexes of 
' ) 

Various Nitroaromatics with C-Jclohexaa.i·~ylose (CD) at pH J.5, 

Ionic Intensity 0.5, in Ag_ueous Solution at 22°c. 

Inclusion Compounds 

Compound 

p-Nitrophenol 0.88 

p-Ni trophenol-CD 0.11 

m-Nitrophenol 1.15 

m-Ni trophenol- CD 0.28 

o-Nitrophenol 0.99 
o-Ni trophenol- CD b 

p-Kitroeenzyl Alcohol 1.46 

p-Hi tro benzyl .Alcohol- CD b 

m-Nitro benzyl Alcohol 0.99 

m-Ni tro benzyl Alcohol- CD 0.18 

o-Nitrobenzyl Alcohol 1.14 

o-Ni tro benzrl Alcohol- CD b 

a) F:rom Ref. 68. 

_, 
K .M ~ 
c' 

a341 

91 

19 

4J 

28 

7 

b) Not detectable, The reactivity of the molecular complex towards 
Ps is below the detectable limit (kb < 0.0.5 x 1010111-ls-l) inherent 
to method of evaluation. 0 s 
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results also show that the reactivity o:.· tr,s guest molecules in their 

complexed form is reduced by a fv..ctor of or more. 

D. Steric and Geometric Fc.ctors 

The molecular association constants (K,..) for the compcunds in 
'-' 

Table 9 can be put in the following ord•:o:r according to the magnitude 

of' K~.: p-nitrnphenol > m-nit:rophenol > nitrobenzene > p-nitrobenzyl 

alcohol > o-nit:rophenol > p-1::eP..zoquinone. But the reactivity of these 

co::::PG'-mcls with Ps shows a reverse trend as listed in 'I'able 9 which 

is somewhat su:rprising since one would expect K to follow the same c 
order as the reactivity. If one assurn.es that similar forces are 

operating for the complexation of ni tro 1::enzene and other ni troa.._"!"'Qmatics 

with Ps or with cyclohexaamylose 1 then these drastic differences in K 
0 

would have to be attributed to ster:i.c J:-.d.nclerance and geometric factors. 

The size of the p-nitrophenol molecule approaches the dimensions of the 

depth of the ca,rlty in cyclohexaamylose thus :providing the best fit of 

all the compounds studied., thus providing the largest c· On the other 

ha::ld compounds such as nitro benzene a..'11d p- benzoqv.inone might 1::e too 

s..rrrall to undergo efficient binding in the cavity due to their size. 

Bergeron and Pillo/3 have shown that substituted nitrobenzenes 

bind ni tro end.. first into the cav:i. ty of a-cyclodextrin. As mentioned 

earlier, the dia.:"lleter of a-cyclodextrin is 
0 4.5 A whereas its depth 

is 6,7 ~and the substituted nitrobenzenes should fit into this 

ca.vity. The formation constant (K ) can be used to see how effective c 

the binding of substituted. nitrobenzenes in this cavity, A high iralue 

(Kc = Yn) as com:pal."'Eld to a low value (Kc = 7) can be interpreted as 

relatively strong binding of the substituted nitrobenzenes into the 

a-cyclodex-'Gr:in cavity. 
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~l'ABI.E IX 

Comparison of Different P..at.e Consta!"lts ( k b ) for 
0 s 

Ps Reacting vd. th Various Guest J:(llect:les in Aqueous 

Solution at pH 3.5, Ionic Intensity 0.5 and Inclusion 

Complex Formation Constants, K 1 fer the Interaction c 
of Various Guest I'iolecules in the Cyclohexaai11ylose 

Guest Holecule 

p-Nitro be:nzyl Alcohol 

aNitro benzene 

a Be . :p- nzoquinone 

m-Nitrophenol 

o-Nitrophenol 

ap-Nitrophenol 

a) From Re:f. 68 • 

b) at 21° • 

Cavity. 

9 -1 -1 k b x 10 M sec 
0 s 

1.46 

1.38 

1.37 

1.1.5 

0.99 

o.ss 

43 

7 

91 

19 



60 Ber0rreron / has shown tnat f~ i S r'2C'..1Ceri for the SU bsti tuted. c 

::ii tro benzenes depending or:. 1mer-.:; the s:.:·usti t::.ition is on the benzene 

ring (p,m). Bergeron and PilJ.or have also shown1 that several 

substituted. ni tro'J)henols s:.ow a drastic decrease in K de-oendin0c-- c ~ 

on the position of the subst.:l.tuants en the benzene ring. (See Table 10) 

In several cases the substitut.ior:. resulted in no complex being formed, 

Eoth papers attribute this decrease in binding to steric hinderance 

of the guest molecules. 

The effect can be seen in going from p, m, to o with an 

accompa:r..ying <L-rastic decrease in K.c or weaker binding of the guest 

r.::olecule i:1to the o:.-cyclodextrin caVity. The results from this study 

follow the same trend which confirms the argu.raent of steric hinderance 

wr-ich lowers the effectiveness of the ni tro end to bind in the hy<L-ro-

phobic region of the a-cyclodextrin cavity. 

Iooking at the models in Figure La, one can see how the effective-

ness of the binding of the guest molecules are affected by steric 

hinder-a.nee • 

Another l"eason for a lowe::r K ca.n be seen if one looks at the c 
molecular dimensions of the guest molecules, Since nitrobenzene is 

short as compared to p-nitrophenol and since p-nitrophenol has two 

ends which it can bind in the cavity 1 one would expect it to have a 

higher K than ni tro benzene. The length of p-ni trophenol is 6. 54 ~ c 
2..nd the depth of the cavity is about 6. 7 ~ and one ca.11 see this is 

almost a perfect fit. Looking at p-.nitrobenzyl alcohol one notices 

its dim1~nsions to be 8. 02 Jr. long which means it does not fit well 

i.nto the o:-cyclodextrin ca Vi ty thus lowering its ability to bind, 
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TABLE X 

Influence of the Steric Effect in Lowering the 

l;nclusion Formation Constants, K , for Various c 
Guest Molecules in the CaYit.y of Cyclohexa.amylose. 

Guest Molecule aK N-1 
- c' 

p-Nit:rophenyl Acetate 83 

m-Nit:rophenyl Acetate 53 

2,6-Dimethyl-4-Nitrophenol 568 

J,5-Dimethyl-4-Nitrophenol N.B. 

p-Nitrophenol Y+l 

m-Nitrophenol 91 

p-Hitrobenzyl Alcohol 43 

m-Ni t:ro benzyl Alcohol 28 

a.) Heasured a.t 21 ° c. 

Ref. 

69 

69 

69 

69 

68 



P-NITROPHENOL 
K =341 c 

P-NITROBENZYL ALCOHOL 
K =43 c 

M-NITROPIIENOL 
K =91 c 

M-NITROBENZYL ALCOHOL 
K =28 c 

0-NITHOPHENOL 
K :::J9 c 

0-NITROBENZYL ALCOHOL 
K =7 c 

Figure Lil. Steric Factors Involved in Lowering of KC. 

f--' r,, 
VI 
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thus producing a lower value of K which is ·oorne out by the c 

exuerimental results. 

Now considering o-ni ti--crhe.::ol and. o-ni -tro benzyl alcohol, one 

ca..i."1 see that two factors :micht be responsible for the much lower 

value of K c: •• nd the weaker bi1-.0J.ne. One bsi!1g that the incorporation c 
of these molecules into the cavity are dra~tically sterically hindered. 

The second factor being the possibility of intramolecular hydrogen 

bonding in the guest molecule, which can compete with intermolecular 

hyd.....-ogen 1:xmding between the guest molecule and the hyd.ropho bic 

cavlty inside the host molecule. This competition can reduce the 

strength of binding and hence give rise to a much 101·rer value of K . c 
It must be pointed out that the water inside the cavity of the 

host is different from the bulk water. A reaction in which a solvent 

becomes more disordered will usually proceed with a favorable change 

in entropy but the disordering of the solvent will be accompanied ·Ojr 

the breaking of at least some solvent-solvent bonds which will result 

in an unfavorable enthalpy change. The cL""'iving force for binding in 

the cavity could also be attributed to the fact that the water removed 

from the carboxy-group or in the cyclodextrin cavity becomes bulk water 

and as such is hydrogen bonded. The net result will be a gain in the 

m.un.ber of hyd..-rogen bonds and unfavor-d.ble enti"Opy cha..11ges might result 

in the greater ordering of the "kicked out" water molecules in the 

bulk water structure. A large value of ·K can be attributed to a c 
compound that is effective in "Id.eking out" water molecules from. the 

cavity. 

P~11other theory proposed by Bergeron to account for binding in the 

cavity, is that the guest molecule relieves the ring strain energy in 
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the cavity. So the only req'..1~ J:-eracnts :·or a molecule to bind in the 

cavity are size, displacement of the hish-cnergy cavity water and the 

lowering of the ring strain energy ir. the cyclodextrin. 

Summarizing then, the mechanism for the formation of an inclusion 

complex can be divided into several steps: (1) the a.pproaching of the 

guest molecule to the cyclodextrin molecule; (2) breakdown of the 

water structure inside the cyclodextrin cavity and subsequent removal 

of some water molecules out of the cavity; (3) breahlown of the solvated 

water molecules around the guest molecule, Hl1ich also includes this 

process in the cyclodextrin cavity, and subsequent transport of some 

water molecules into the bulk; (4) interaction of the substituents on 

the guest molecules with the hyd_"!"Qxyl groups on the rim or on the 

inside of the cyclodextrin cavity; (5) possible formation of hydrogen 

l::onds between guest and cyclodextrin (hydxogcn bond formation has been 

shown to be veri; fast an.d cannot be the rate determining step for 

inclusion compolu1d formation); 74 ( 6) reconstruction of the water 

molecules around the exposed parts of the guest molecule after the 

inclusion complex is formed. In steps 1, 4, and 5, ste:?:'ic factors 

play an import.ant role in the stability or rate of formation of the 

complex. The results in this thesis showed that this is indeed the 

case. 

These inclusion compounds play an imr_,artant role in chemistry and 

biochemistry because of their ability to inhibit or catalyze different 

reactions. The cyclodextrins seem to bind a large murrber of substrates 

and if specificity of substrate binding is a necessary criterion for 

a. workable model for substrate binding to enzymes, then the cyclo-

dextrins fail to satisfy this criterion. 
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In all the examples st.ud.ies so f2.:', 2, -C,::-end is seen to develop. 

Fro 11' • - 8 . .!:' th . di 61 .c' n .c«loJ.e and. .J..rom o • e:::- s-i:.u · es cJ.or,.e on donor-acceptor complexes, 

it can be seen that co:m.plex :fc:iillation :resuJ.ted :not only in a reduction 

of reacti Vi ty towards Ps, bat this reduction in reactivity was more 

pronounced if a weaker conplex ( EJaaller K ) was formed than when strong c 
cor:plexing occur.ced. In the first case, mos1.:. of the complexing ca pa-

bility of the guest molecule is used for binding and very little will 

be left to interact with Ps~ whereas a strong complex can itself 

complex with Ps, thus forming a strong double complex, 



COlZCLL'3IONS 

A. Surmnary 

The thermal reactions of o-?s with certain highly reactive nitro-

2.romatics in various solvents ;.rsre fot:.nd to b9 dependent on the solvent 

environment whose effect w2.s rela:ted to the entropy of activation which 

in turn is duG to the stabilization of the Ps1'I complex by the solvent. 

'!'his entropy term in the pre-Arrhenius factor was assumed to be mainly 

resronsible for the differences in the rate constants for these reactions 

since it hc..s been found that all the reactions investigated had the same 

activation energles. This was also found to be true for Ps reacting 

with Cu81? in various sol vents • .., 

It was shown that Ps reacting with va:dous ni troaroma tics and. 

inorganic ions in solv.tion are not solely diffusion controlled. as was 

once thought. b::;cause of the observed extremely fast rate constants for 

these reactions. The "bubble shrinkage model 11 was tested using the 

rescl ts obtained in the reactions of Ps with various inorganic and 

organic molecules in different solvents and it was folilld that this 

model is d.efini tely not ap:plicalile below a certain critical viscosity 

of the solvent and appears to be restricted to diffusion controlled 

l"Bactions. It was also shown that in almost all the cases that the 

Arrhenius activation ener5;, E , was always less than the activation a 
energy of viscosity, E F'urthermore, the rate of reaction between n· 
o-Ps and various nitroaromatics and CuC12 in different solvents does 

not seem to be related to any properties cf the solvent such as surface 

tension, dielectric constant, and viscosity. 

129 



?osi t:roni.w11 can b3 used. as a pro be t~ sc:...mple the environment and 

to obtain val.ua ble information ab'.)ut bo·~: effectively certain ni tro-

aromatic guest molecules bind. in the cavity of cyclohexaa..mylose to fo:rm 

a.n inclusion compound.. The strength of binding of these guest molecules 

in the cavity is strongly dependent on gecrr.etric and steric factors. 

The usefulness of using Ps as a -probe to detennine K (molecular forma-- c 

tion constant) comes into play when current existing techniques cannot 

be applied to the systems. 

E. Future Possibilities 

Further studies of the reactions between Ps and inorganic or organic 

molecules in different mixtu::::-es of solvents would. be necessary to corre-

late the :rate consta...11ts for these reactions with the properties of the 

solution and to find out more a tout the contributions made by diffusion 

or kinetically controlled processes to the overc..11 reaction. This can 

b2 accomplished by varying the composition of the solvent mixture which 

all01rn to cha.I1ge the viscosity of the solution over a large range. Of 

31:;ecial inte:r::-est are those cases where strongly reacting molecules a.i..-e 

undergoing reactions in a solution displaying a low viscosity becat:.se 

in these systems, the reaction is completely l:inetically controlled. 

The factors responsible for the reactivity of substrate molecules 

towards Ps can then be accurately evaluated. This could ad.d to a tetter 

understand.int; atout what factors control the reactions of Ps in solutions. 

The study of gas phase reactions between Ps and various substrates 

could also provide a better understanding a rout the mechanism responsible 

for Ps complex formation. This study could also ~ complemented. with 



11"· _ __,_ 

angular correlation experiments to provid.rc; ir.formation about the natu_-re 

of the electrons wJ:i..ich are responsible for the a.'1Ilihila.tion of the 

positron. 
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APPE~'DIX: DATA TABU~S 

A. Rate Constants for the Reaction of Thermal Ortho-Positronium with 
Nitrobenzene or o-Nitrotoluene in Various Molefractions of 
n-Hexane/Benzene Solutions at 21°c. 

Solute_fnd S~tvent Cone en tr- .\2,-1 12' 
k. (M nsec ) ation,mM nsec % 

Nitrobenzene 0.0 0.357 38.1 
10.0 0.543 36.5 

.2MF 20.0 0.720 35.5 
20. 8 + 1. 2 30.0 0.957 37.5 

40.0 1.193 42.5 

Nitrobenzene 0.0 0.332 40.1 
10.0 0.696 39. 5 

.3MF 20.0 0.863 38.5 
18.8 + 1.1 30.0 o. 924 37.8 

40.0 1.117 38.7 

Nitro benzene o.o 0.321 38.8 
10.0 0.520 37.1 

.35MF 20.0 0.620 36.3 
17.5 + 1.0 30.0 0.873 40.5 

40.0 0.897 39.4 

Nitrobenzene o.o 0.302 41. 2 
10.0 0.470 37.6 

.4MF 20.0 0.693 38.5 
18.9 + 1.1 30.0 0.890 39.0 

40.0 1. 037 38.6 

Nittobenzene 0.0 0.317 40.2 
10.0 0.448 37.4 

.45MF 20.0 0.663 38.2 
12.9 + 0.8 40.0 0.824 41. 2 

l'Htrobenzene 0.0 0.313 41.2 
10.0 0.416 38.1 

.5MF 20.0 0.500 37.2 
10.5 + 0.6 30.0 0.688 38.0 

40.0 0.705 39.5 
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Solute and Solvent Conce.n::r- ;\ 2' 12' -1 -1 -1 k, (M nsec ) a tion, ml1 nsec % 

Nitrobenzene 0.0 0.305 41. 2 
20.0 0. 388 41.0 

. 7MF 30.0 0.463 39.3 
4.6 + 0.3 40.0 0.489 39.0 

5C.O 0.531 38.9 

Nitrobenzene 0.0 0.306 39.0 
10.0 0.327 41.0 

.8MF 20.0 0.360 40.8 
2.9 + 0.2 30.0 0.430 38.8 

40.0 0.415 39.6 

o-Nitrotoluene 0.0 0.332 37.8 
200.0 0.697 30.4 

.3MF 300.0 0.789 34.6 
l. 6 + 0.2 400.0 0.990 29.1 

500.0 1.067 29.9 

o-Nitrotoluene 0.0 0.311 37.4 
100.0 0.375 33.3 

.5MF 200.0 0 .424 29.7 

.66 + .03 400.0 0.594 23.2 
500.0 0.626 22.8 

o-Nitrotoluene 0.0 0.280 33.1 
400.0 0. 391 20.3 

.75MF 500.0 0.415 21. 3 

.27 + .03 800.0 0.512 23.6 

o-Nitrotoluene 0.0 0.279 34.6 
100.0 0.300 32.7 

l.OMF 200.0 0.325 23.9 
.20 + .02 300.0 0. 377 19.6 

400.0 0. 336 19.l 
500.0 0.426 18.0 
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B. Temperature Dependence of ::-.'ns Annihilation Rate, A. 2 , for the React-
ion of Thermal Ortho-Posit-::oniurn with Different Solvents. 

T 0 c ). 2, nsec -1 12,% , Solvent 

Ethanol 21 0.331 18.8 
47 0.325 19.2 
51 0.323 19.4 
72 0.319 19.2 
21 0.333 18.9 

1-Propanol 21 0.317 21.8 
27 0.314 22.2 
34 0.318 21. 6 
44 0.311 22.3 
56 0.316 22.4 
64 0.309 22.5 
75 0.312 22.7 
83 0.306 22.7 
21 0.318 22.3 

2-Propanol 20 0.295 22.3 
27 0.298 22.6 
39 0.298 22.8 
47 0.290 22.4 
60 0.295 22.4 
70 0. 29 2 22.7 
20 0.295 22.4 

n-Hexanol 20 0.400 20.l 
31 0.400 20.3 
42 0.401 20.2 
52 0.402 20.1 
62 0.404 20.3 
74 0.401 20.0 
80 0.410 20.1 
90 0.415 20.4 

100 0.408 20.5 
20 0.401 20.2 

H~.O 21 0.586 26.9 
L 32 0.629 28.4 

43 0.604 28.0 
49 0.619 28.3 
65 0. 630 29.7 
94 0.572 27.5 
21 0.580 26.5 



Solvent 

Ethyleneglycol 

0.92 MF Ethanol/ 
Ethyleneglycol 

14.') 

T, 0 c 

20 
32 
45 
55 
66 
74 
94 

108 
120 
138 
150 
173 
192 

20 

20 

1.2 , nsec -1 12,% 

0.424 19.5 
0.460 21.1 
0.447 20.7 
0.447 21.0 
0.449 21. 0 
0.450 22.0 
0.459 23.1 
0.449 23.1 
0.442 23.3 
0.435 24.0 
0.433 24.4 
0.424 25.1 
0.421 25.6 
0.430 20.8 

0.303 21. 5 



c. Temperature Dependence of the Observed Rate Constants for the 
Reaction of Ortho-Positronium with CuC1 2 or Substituted Nitroa-
romatics in Differnt Solvents. 

Solvent and Sulute T 0 c J-. 2 , nsec -1 12,% 
-1 -1 

' k,M nsec 

Eth2nol 20 0.407 18.2 7.9 
')"'7 
~1 0 .424 19.7 9.8 
33 0. 419 18.8 9.4 

CuC1 2, 9. 6 m.1'1 42 0.432 19.5 11.0 
49 0.435 19. 7 11.5 
55 0.437 19.8 11.9 
64 0.405 . 18.0 14.2 
20 0.405 18.0 7.9 

1-Propanol 21 0.432 21. 7 6.8 
34 0.460 22.2 8.4 
44 0.491 23.6 10.2 

CuC1 2,17.5 mM 54 0.506 22.7 11.0 
64 0.531 24.5 12.5 
74 0.564 25.0 14.3 
21 0.432 21.8 6.8 

2-Propanol 21 0.402 19.7 8.1 
35 0.440 20.J 11.0 
41 0.453 20.7 12.0 

Cu Cl 2 , 13 . 2 mM 54 0.454 20.3 12.0 
65 0.403 20.4 8.2 
75 0.533 22.2 18.0 
21 0.404 20.0 8.1 

n-Hexanol 20 0.467 31. 7 3.7 
31 0.488 32.3 5.0 
42 0.509 29. 2 6.3 

CuC1 2,16.6 mM 52 0.541 28.7 8.2 
62 0.558 28.5 9.2 
74 0.595 28.0 11. 5 
80 0.611 29.7 12.4 
90 0.678 32.6 16.5 

100 0.694 32.7 17.4 
20 0.465 32.0 3.7 

H2o 20 0.653 22.6 3.6 
32 0. 761 26.2 5.5 
44 0.758 24.7 6.4 

CuC1 2,24.0 rn11 66 0.825 26.2 8.1 
76 0.843 24.1 9.7 
89 0.930 30.5 14.8 
96 0.926 29.1 14.7 
20 0.660 23.2 3.7 



l.'.!·2 

rr. 0,.., -1 -1 -1 
Solvent and Solute .l, v A2, nsec 12,% k,M nsec 

Ethyleneglycol 20 0.436 20.3 .51 
~5 0.457 20.7 .56 
~5 0.465 20.3 . 84 

CuC1 2, 17.8 mM 57 0 ,Li.82 21.4 1. 97 
67 0.475 20.6 1. 53 
76 0.500 21. 7 2·.81 
86 0.502 21.5 2.82 
96 0. 512 21. 3 2.98 

108 0.525 22.l 4.27 
130 0.552 23.1 6.38 
143 0.579 24.7 8.20 

20 0.430 20.7 .50 

1-Propanol 20 0.413 18.9 10.0 
34 0.421 19.3 10.8 
45 0.419 19.2 10.6 

Nitrobenzene, 10 mM 60 0.422 19.7 10.9 
69 0.427 20.2 11.4 
77 0.416 19.7 10.3 
89 0.387 19.9 7.4 
95 0.380 20.2 6.7 
20 0.410 18.8 10.0 

n-Reptane -20 0.579 25.0 7.1 
0 0.481 19.1 5.2 

21 0.445 22.8 4.5 
o-Nitrotoluene, 400 mM 30 0.425 23.4 4.1 

40 0.338 22.6 2.1 
48 0.332 23.1 2.1 
58 0.341 25.6 2.4 
68 0.316 26.5 1.9 
79 0.304 29.2 1. 8 
90 0.293 29.8 1. 6 

103 0.281 29.7 1.5 
21 0.451 22.7 4.6 

0.14 MF Ethanol/ 20 0.420 22.4 
Ethyleneglycol 

0.22 MF Ethanol/ 20 0.380 21.5 
Ethyleneglycol 

0.49 HF Ethanol/ 20 0.371 22.1 
Ethyleneglycol 

0.76 MF Ethanol/ 20 0.343 21. 2 
Ethyleneglycol 



Solvent and Solute 0 -1 
12,% 

-1 -1 T, C ;, ., , llsee k,M nsec 
L 

Toluene -59 0.904 42.3 13.8 
-20 0.899 40.6 13.8 

0 0.818 40.8 11. 2 
o-Nitro toluene, 40 mM 20 0.736 51. 8 10.3 

30 0.654 49.9 8.4 
39 0.591 47.9 7.0 
49 0.537 51. 8 5.8 
57 0.509 55.3 5.2 
65 0.467 52.7 4.3 
73 0.433 52.6 3.6 
82 0.416 51.5 3.3 
94 0.415 54.8 3.3 
20 0.740 51.3 10.3 

Ethyleneglycol 20 0 .431 20.1 0.9 
CuC1 2 , 12 mM 
Viscosity = 20 cp 

0.14 MF Ethanol/ 20 0.400 20.3 1.3 
Ethyleneglycol 
CuC1 2, 13.5 mM 
Viscosity = 18 .1 cp 

0.22 MF Ethanol/ 20 0.391 20.7 1. 5 
Ethyleneglycol 
CuC1 2, 14.3 mM 
Viscosity= 16.2 cp 

0.49 HF Ethanol/ 20 0.375 21.0 2.8 
Ethyleneglycol 
CuC1 2, 11.6 mM 
Viscosity = :o.6 cp 

0.76MF Ethanol/ 20 0.373 20.9 3.8 
Ethyleneglycol 
CuC1 2, 15.0 mM 
Viscosity = 4.9 cp 

0.92 MF Ethanol/ 20 0.388 20.4 5.6 
Ethyleneglycol 
CuC1 2, 15.2 mM 
Viscosity = 1. 6 cp 



D. Reactions of Thermal Ortho-Positronium with Nitroaromatics, 
Cyclohexaamylose (CH) or Inclusion Complex (Nitroaromatics + CH) 
in H20 at 21°C, pH 3.5 and Ionic !~tensity 0.5. 

System 

Cyclohexaa-
mylose 

H70 pH 3.5 
Ionic Intensity 0.5 

7.84 mM 
m-Nitrophenol+CH 

4.5 mM 
o-Nitrophenol+CH 

Cyclohexaamylose 
Ccncentrs.ticn, ml1 

6.8 
8.6 
9.2 

11. 6 
12.5 
16.7 
18.4 
25.0 
50.0 
69.3 
75.0 
92.1 

o.o 
6.8 

11. 6 
26.4 
49 .• 3 
69.3 
92.4 

0.0 
8.3 
9.2 

12.5 
18.4 
25.0 
50.0 
92.0 

a) Average of ten cliff erent runs. (±· 002) 
b) Average of five different runs. (± .003) 

-1 >c 2 ,nsec 

0.551 
0.548 
0.541 
0.543 
0.545 
0.547 
0. 54 7 
0.533 
0.531 
0. 538 
0.533 
0. 534 

a0.550 

bo. 640 
0.625 
o. 610 
0.585 
0.576 
0.566 
0.559 

b0.593 
0.589 
0.589 
0.595 
0.577 
0.577 
0. 5Lfl 
0.526 

26.4 
26.3 
26.5 
27.0 
27.3 
26.8 
26.7 
26.8 
26.4 
26.5 
27.0 
26.6 

27.3 

25.8 
26.0 
26.4 
26.0 
26.4 
25.9 
26.3 

26.5 
26.4 
27.0 
27.3 
26.6 
26.7 
26.8 
26.1 



Cyclohexaamylose -1 System Co ncentr at io:-1, mM ;.. 2 ,nsec 12,% 

p-Nitroben- o.o a0.666 26.0 
zyl Alcohol +CH 8.6 0.630 25.7 

7.96mM 9.2 0.620 25.8 
12.5 0.622 26.0 
25.0 0.605 25.9 
49.5 0.5g7 26.1 
92.6 0. 534 26.0 

8.5 mM m-Nitroben- 0.0 a0.637 27.0 
zyl Alcohol + CH 8.3 0.638 27.1 

9.2 0.634 26.6 
12.5 0. 621 26.4 
18.6 0.605 26.7 
25.0 0.591 26.7 
50.0 0.583 26.8 
92.0 0.563 26.9 

a) Average of five different runs. (± .003) 



Cyclohexaamylose -1 System Concentration, mM A2,nsec I ,% 
_2_ 

8.0 mM o-Nitroben- 0.0 a0.641 27.0 
zyl Alcohol +CH 8.6 0.641 27.0 

9.2 0.634 27.4 
12. 5 0 .630 27.9 
18.4 0.624 26.7 
25.0 0.610 27.6 
50.0 0.591 26.8 
75.0 0.583 27.0 
92.0 0.569 27.1 

a) Average of five different runs. (.:±:_ • 00 3) 





POSITRONIUH CONPLEX FORHATION: HECH.AHISI1S, SOLVENT E..H'FEGrS 

AND ITS .APPLICATION TO TEE S':'UDY CF .i10LECULAI~ PHENOMENA 

E-~gena Stephen P.all 

(AESTRACT) 

One of the most widely studied 11 exotic atoms" in ChemistrJ and. 

Physics is positroniU;ll. Positroniu.TJl (Ps) is the i:ound state of an 

electron and positron. It is fomed in two ground states, para-

posit.ronium (p-Ps) and ortho-posit:roniu.11 (o-Ps) whose lifetimes in 

fi-ee space are 0.125 nsec and. 140 nsec respectively. 

'.Then thermalized o-Ps forms a complex with a molecule, the electmn 

density at the position of the positron will be drastically increased 

thus shortening its lifetime. 

A study was performed. to evaluate what role the solvent plays in 

stabilizing the complexes formed between Ps and ni t:roaroma.tics in 

solution and the various thermodyna.rr.ic variables associated with these 

p:t.""Ocesses. This study also included the evaluation of the effects 

displayed b;f several different solvents on complexes formed cetween 

Ps and CuC12 • The interpretation of the solvent effects of Ps reactions 

in terms of the "bubble shrinkage model" was tested using the results 

obtained in the reactions of' Ps with various inorganic and organic 

molecules in .different solvents. It was found that this model is 

definitely not applicable below a certain critical viscosity of the 

"""·lv~n.t ~nd a·:·pf'::\,·rs +o 'r.:R ..• ,,. '--...> C.:.:.""d t.' '"~~ ' .1.. 11 d . ' "'-'- -· - .=-_ --- v -- .Lt.::~i..L ... :i..-. o CllIIUsion coni..ro _e reac-cions. 



The fact that the reactivity of ?s towards nitroa.romatics is 

drastically reduced when the latter moleculss are already complexed 

with other conventional molecules can 1:e utilized to determine the 

molecular formation constant, K , for inclusion COilluounds. A study c .. 

was ma.de using Ps as a p:roee to provide valuable information a'tout the 

influence of steric factors on the ability of guest molecules to bind 

in the cavity of cyclohexaamylose, 
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